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Faculty to

v
Vote on Cultural Definitions
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Slated to come before the
faculty for a final vote oh Monday,
March 1, the Cultural Definitions"
Proposal outlined in the Feb. 12
and Feb. 19 issues of the Voice has
generated considerable controversy among students, faculty and
administrators since its presentation to the Educational Policy
Committee' last spring. If
approved, the proposal will
"require every student to take a
e
course dealing with either
North American studies,
Third World studies, or women's
studies..
non-whit-

The Cultural

proposal
-

Monica Bowin has been elected
A president. Bowin
claimed her position with 355 votes: Photo by Sue Mertz.
1?82-'83,S- G

Bowin Elected to Preside
OverJerryStudent Government

Definitions

be examined

inde-

of the proposed

pendently

revisions, also

curriculum

scheduled to come before the:
faculty. According to Vivian
Holliday,-Dea- n
of Faculty, the
motion put before the faculty "will
be a simple one": either one of the
35 courses in, the current
curriculum or one of the 32 or 33
courses required by the new
curriculum. In each case, the
course could count toward a
major or fulfill distribution
.
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by
Thompson
two weeks as a "resource pool" for
After what present FAC chairsocial concern organizations on
person and new SGA 'president
campus. It will also function as an
Monica Bowin termed an "outactive participant in looking at
standing" voter turnout for last
these concerns by providing
week's SGA elections, the results . "objective attention" to the issues. requirements. This, Holliday
- were as follows:
..The Corresponding Secretary, .a hopes, will attract that 27 percent'
President '. . . Monica Bowin
Dosition created by the. constitu i ol; . the student body which'
: Rose Weiler
.
tion' revisions " ana filled byan'gradiateCT las year having taken
Secretary . Kelly Mortensen
none- ot tne courses potentially
r
election on the floor of the General
Treasurer . . Pat Youngberg
Assembly, will also help reach out fulfilling the requirement.. She
Financial Affairs Committee
to these concern groups. A main adds: "I'm optimistic that we're on
Jenny Dean .function of the secretary will be to the right course.". , 0
. Chairperson
Student Services and Special
Macharia Kamau; originator of
relay information received by the
.
Projects
SGA to organizations on campus the proposal, disagrees. , The
Chairperson Sue Clydesdale
proposal, which will be presented
who will find it useful. Presently,
Campus Council
much of the information received to the faculty; will be the one
Reps
Krystin Buckey
from outside sources lies dormant composed by the EPC and printed
John Murphy
in the SGA office because there is in the Feb. 19 issue of the Voice,
Tom Van Cleef
no one with the time to manage it. stating that the requirement can
The proposed revisions in the
be filled by courses which provide
SGA constitution were also
ratified by the student body in a
a clear majority of
vote of 500-8the 891 students who voted for
president.
Krystin Buckey, incumbent
SGA president, says she is
"genuinely excited" about the new
cabinet, which she believes is
.
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"both historical and contemporary
perspectives" in
North
non-whi-

te

d

potential."

studies," Third World
studies or women's studies. The
proposal which Kamau presented
last week, revised, since its
submission to the Committe last
spring, required an examination of
.

"

specifically "contemporary

political minorities' (reprinted in
the Voice, Feb. 12). f
.

EPC claims to have been taken
by surprise by the addition of the
Kamau
word "contemporary."
contends that the revised proposal
is consistent with the one originally
presented! EPC that it is "just
an elaboration. and clarification ...
It would be naive for us to expect
that the faculty could take such an
important step on the basis of a
paragraph."
As Kamau sees it, if the course is
taught according to the proposal
printed in the Feb. 19 Voice, the
subject is no longer the political
minorities' of today; but rather
those of history. "Disregarding the
contemporary is tantamount to
destroying the basis of the requirement," he says.

Holliday

--

backdrop."

f

t

.

.

"

Medieval history and eighteenth-- ,
century literature (English at that) .
have absolutely nothing to do with
this proposition." Kamau cites a
line from the proposal published
--

Feb. 19, which terms the emphasis
on contemporary "impractical and
educationally unsound." This, he
asserts, "implies that the author

--

student's next check. All changes
are being handled by the staff of
the Student Employment Office,
and a card count and single card
check have been instituted to
correct the problem, Kramp
stated.
.

.

..
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.

"

.perceives the contemporary
issues and problems that face
political minorities as narrow and
limited. And if that were the case,

.

we would not ' even have the
proposition in the first place."
Kamau sees the ' problem of
staffing as irrelevant, emphasiz-- .
ing that the proposal was never
intended ' for immediate impleThe problems of
mentation.
courses nd of staff can be worked
out once the fundamentals are in
.

.

According to I Kamau, the
proposal came out of the problems
of this institution, and he sees the
administration as "trying to play it
down..-Th- is
institution should
realize that just sweeping the issue
unun nut mtxi uws ikji in any
r4 way lessen the tension on campus

Key Punch Processing Responsible for Costly Mistakes
to key punch
processing is responsible for
recent problems with student
paychecks, said Jeff Kramp of the
Student Employment Office. The
January pay period was the first to
be processed by that office at the
College's Computer Center, and
all the problems had not been
worked out. Most of the errors

v

minorities, which implicitly
mearis contemporary issues.

'

.

about where we're going."
.

non-whit- e

y
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Holliday contends: "I'm positive

Eventually she would like to see x
material dealing with
The new system will enable the Norm American, Third World and
Student Employment Office tec women's studies integrated into
every course, even the sciences. "I
handle the time cards throughout
the processing, and cut down on think we are making headway,"
r
the problems associated with the she adds. . '
Kamau is less optimistic, adding
procedure. But even with the new
system, there is no sign of moving that faculty understanding of the
pay period or a issue is crucial. "It is my hope that
to a
first check earlier in the quarter. the faculty , will not . use the
Kramp said that he guessed the discrepancy between the
present system was more students' proposition and that of
EPC as a reason to default on their
(cont. on p. 91 .
support for the students'
twice-monthl-

'

concrete and immediate action," :
he says."...''1:.
.; :
.

card punch

"

.

.

"just won't work," The . require?,
ment must be defined broadly
enough to use courses the College .
already offers, she . continues.
Narrowing it to contemporary
would, she says, eliminate most of
the women's studies courses, such
as Jane Austen. "For that definition, we would have a handful of
at most And also I
courses
think political is a loaded word,"
meaning something different to
each individual, she explains.
Professor Bonnie Stevens, a

II

involved either a time card which
was not entered at all or one which
was entered twice. The amounts in
most cases were small and will be
added to or subtracted from the

"

--

"What lies at the crux of this,"
he adds, "is the plight of political

j

place."

by Denise Ahlquist
- The changeover from regular

'

.

contemporary political minorities

president Rose Weiler- agreed,
-T-- n
f
l
'
calling the new cabinet "people
dedicated to their jobs who are
willing to make the SGA very vocal
. and productive."
,
Bowin., Buckey and Weiler were
in consensus as to the goals the'
4
SGA. should .have as the new
administration takes office in Representing Indonesia, Sophia Sasmita.poses behind a table at the First Annual International Fair,
spring. As Bowin commented, held last Friday in Lowry Center. Another student from Indonesia, Judi Wanandi, performed a tradi-"th-e
Student Government Asso - flonal dance enjoyed by over two hundred and fifty visitors. Photo,by Chi San Loh.
the student body. We have been
debating the Pit Stop idea a lot, as
well as pushing publicity as to what
happens in meetings, . posting
hours as has been done in the past,
and generating enthusiasm in the
cabinet."
AO three officers believe greater
involvement by the SGA in social
concerns is ' necessary. ' Bowin
anticipates the newly formed
Student Concerns Committee, for
which a chairperson will be elected
by the student body in the next

y,
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vice

-
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we - have some qualms , about
emphasizing
contemporary....!
don't think you can understand
contemporary without some Eack.-- I
ground in the tradition of the
people." . Holliday sees'. he
word contemporary as being so
narrow that a course in Iran, for
example, would not be able to
incorporate religion, as it would be
: ...
"too historical."
Kamau denies hat the word
contemporary rules out all history,
terming it "insulting for them to..
, think
that we would think r
contemporary - issues , could be
taught devoid of a historical

According to Holliday,
however,, the theory of

and has enormous

Incoming

i

member of EPC and author of part
of the statement which appeared
;Feb 19, suggests that worrying '
about staffing now is unnecessary
"We should first make the
decision that it is worth doing and
then decide how to do it"
but
agrees with; Holliday that the
requirement must be broad.
Otherwise, she explains, even a
.course such as Africa Before 1900
would be eliminated.
.;
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Reagan's Elite Class Profits
From Exploitation of Poor

- Jorum

Perhaps the most prevailing description written in the Voice pages during the last three quarters (besides "biased") is "apathetic.'' Students, it
is rumored, are apathetic about everything from Soup and Bread to SGA
elections. I, too, have been one to groan at the increasing student
passivity I've witnessed since coming to the College in 1978. But as the
years have yawned by, I've also realized that it is less mentally and
physically taxing to acquiesce .to the masses and be uncomfortably

The College of Wooster

-

.

sileYit.

Editor in Chief

.
by Mart Bieniek
Guest Editorial
r"
- "To make one rich many must be made poor...."
Thomas Paine
The second Reagan budget has arrived. To paraphrase Marx, the first
one was tragedy, the second a farce. Reagan believes that failed policies
will become successful if they are applied with renewed vigor. This is
truly the spell of voodoo economics, and the president and his fellow
fanatics are the shaman for this hocus pocus. The budget is trickery, and
a lie. It is a nauseating lie to claim, as a defender of Mr. Reagan recently
did, that Reagan seeks the ends of the political left, by "different" means.
Reagan and the class he rules do not believe in redistribution of wealth, in
economic and political equality. The whole of their philosophy is clearly
opposed to the needs and rights of Americans who are not members of
the local yacht club. Reagan's first year in office articulated one message to the American
people. The message is that Reagan is the enemy of poor and working
Americans. Mr. Reagan asks us to give his programs "time" to work. A
mineworker who may die in a mining accident tomorrow because of the
dismantling' of OSHA cannot afford such time. Budget number one
brought us a staggering increase in unemployment, now near ten
percent. It brought us skyrocketing interest rates, and also longer '
soup lines. The end result has also brought us the largest budget deficit in
history for 1982. The new budget also grants an increase in defense
spending, a department which Admiral Rickover believes wastes billions

Kevin Gruhb

.
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VOICE

.

V

Senior Editors

L A. Blum
.... Martha Oesch
-

v

Associate Editors
Sarah Simmons
Jerry Thompson '
Susan AOen

-

.

.

-

Sports Editor

.

.

Dave Bryan

This editorial is not meant to be a harangue on apathy. What I do waftr
Production Coordinator
to emphasize is the danger of nonpartkripatory students as they affect
Mary A. Neogoy
the lifeblood of campus activities and organizations. Currently,
v
publications are facing a bleak future. Solicitations for Voice
Darkroom
Technicians
and Index editors have largely been ignored by the campus. Thistle's last
John Ladner
issue came out nearly a year ago, and, as of this writing, the arts
Sue Mertz
maaazine remains without an editor. Last quarter, the Index was nearly
snuffed out by a disturbingly low Campus Council allocation as well as a
Advertising Manager
lack of interest in the editorship. It seems like the only thriving student-ruChris Rem
publication on campus is the Potpourri
a noteworthy exception.
Do students really prefer reading announcements and movie advertiseCirculation Manager
Pam Weiler ments to poetry, editorials and commentary?
'
Of the four publications chaired by students, the Voice is, obviously, every year.
which is as it
Proofreader
the one which is read the most critically by students
The battle with the Reagan shaman cannot be viewed as a struggle
Missy Belcher
should be; Nonetheless, each Friday the student body swarms around against a misguided philosophy. The battle is against art assault by the
the stacks of papers in Lowry Center, snatching at them before the rich and their allies against poor and working people. The rich want to
Reporting Staff
deliverer can even remove the binding straps (I know, I'm the deliverer). roll back every gain forced by
mass pressure in the past fifty years. Those
Katie Blond
What is it that inspires such enthusiasm? It's surely not the front page
David Ward
who create all wealth are a danger to the rich, especially when they
campus.
Voice
the
It's
claim
the
doesn't cover
not realize they are the creators of wealth..
students
real news on
Robin Wilson
Not one capitalist could get a
LAB is condemned weekly, closely followed by
DanJMcKenty
the editorial page
if all the workers left their jobs.
profit
dollar's
Dense Ahlquisl
"P.A.C.E.," "Salience" and Cheryl Buffington. The feature pages elicit
The struggle against Reagan
his magicians must be on two fronts:
Jim Luce
no response whatsoever from students (God forbid that we should the first is the fight against and
Adrienne Packer
budget
the
cuts,
for
aid
and
to
the
..well,
develop an esthetic sensitivity!), and as for the sports pages.
Beth Novak
unemployed; the second struggle is ideological. We must see, and help
Chandron Gnanakwa
maybe that's where the paper picks up its readers.
reality behind the facade. Reaganomics K a creation to
see,
others
to
the
John G. Warner
one thing is certain: without a Voice increase the wealth and power of
Whatever attracts the readership,
Sidney Smith
the rich. It is part of an overall attack by
a
i i. j- i i
i
l
ti f
ii
l:
wu.ii i
wu.
nceao.y
mey
nave
oecause
sruoems
noin.ng io the
a.siuroea
David Means .
elite
fe
inst the
streets,
tothe
cntxnze over Fnday lunches Likely the carnpuswM pomt rts finger of factones
The-must ..Jnite. ,
minorities
;
,'
his
accusation at the previous voice editor, vehemently denouncing
j
Sports Reporters
Peopk
women.
and
The
of
necessity
.vJL,
fundamental
change
m our
;
a ,
k
..
- Hank Sperry .
J
society must be stressed. Reagan has shown that only a short
'f
John Stajlelon
some merit to the argument that it is impossible for one person to be all ascendancy of the rich is needed
to destroy progressive reforms. The
Al Cleveland
three simultaneously).
only solution is to do away with the power of the rich, which is based on
Katie Blood
I
Despite my profound cynicism, do believe it is imperative that their control of the
Nancy Conger .
production.
of
means
rich
The
be
must
made
Sidney Smith
students have a "voice" for their concerns. I also believe that the creative
. Nancy Neagny"
Thistle, and that even a sjight
Missy Homing
semblance o un,ty .s achved among a disparate graduat,ng class when side
Randy Smfth
into
retement.
the Index makes its yearly appearance. Clearly, there is a student market .
.
Bob Moore
for these publications. The Voice, as examined above, is popular with
students who may or may not agree with its content. Last year's Thistle
Photography Staff
was lauded as one of Wooster's finest efforts as a literary magazine, and,
Sue Mertz
"
Mary Neogoy
despite the belated start of the 1982 Index, Eric Johnston and crew
Simmons
Sarah
you
I
sorry
have
to see that
am
appear to be sailing on surprisingly
waters. So, what's the To the Editor,
. Meg WeMy
problem? Why do all these publications face imminent danger of
been missing the point of our wide-eyeAs reported in Louise Blum's
Reagan
extinction?
editorial last week, Ronald
and
Sports Photographer
ideologically distorted letters" and
The choice, Wooster students, is yours. If you decide to nod off into did chaDange (sic) his opponents
John Ladner .
columns the past few weeks, .
the sedated sleep of conformity, which is always the easiest option, you to put up or shut up. The President
will have no one to blame for lack of campus leadership but yourselves.
Louise. We are not claiming that
was only trying to elicit helpful
Columnists
To cite one odious example of prevailing apathy: last year only 400 suggestions from his adversaries,
Ronald Reagan is God, nor are we"
Susan Figge
Ian Hartrick
students turned out to cast their vote at SGA elections. This year, the he was" not trying to stifle his calling for his apotheosis.-- Rather,
Jim Luce
number increased to 900. Considering that there are approximately 1650 opponents. True, some members
our basic theme is merely: Give
Tensie Tzvaras
-Republican
Wooster students on campus, one has a sound justification to fear for the of .Congress and the
the man and his ideas a chance.
In less troublesome times pur
future of student organizations. And though the end of my tenure as party have questioned some of the
editor is fast approaching, I cannot help but harbor subterranean feelings' President's proposals. However,
nation could afford to worry-abou- t
silly and frivolous trivialities. But
of resentment knowing that out of 1650 students, only one has applied they were inquiring into the means
today, our very national survival
for the next position of Voice editor in chief.
of achievingThe objectives, not the
PubRshed weekly during the academic
depends on learning to distinguish
objectives themselves. No one is
year by the students of The College of
trying to undermine the between the important and the
Wooster, Wooster,. Ohio.
fundamental ideas of the meaningless. One should be
Voice welcomes all signed letters to
infinitely more concerned about
President's programs. Republithe Editor from students, faculty, ad- unemployment
than
inflation
and
cans are offering suggestions to
ministrators, subscribers, and members
of the greater Wooster community. Al .
the President in order to help with the White House china,
correspondence may be addressed to:
furniture or Nancy Reagan's hair.
achieve the desired goals quickly
Double-Speakin- g
Voice. Box 3187. The College of
The issues that confront us
and efficiently.
Wooster. Wooster. Ohio. 44691. Curcomplex
mailing and things Kke that." He
and the
President Reagan does not today are
rent subscription rate is $10.00 per year
urged the audience to consider the claim to have a monopoly on the
answers are by no means clear.
To the Editor,
for second class delivery.
The Voice office is located in the baseAt last Wednesday's convocaproposed massive military budget- - solutions to the problems facing This only serves to increase the
ment of Lowry Center. Telephone: (216)
tion, HUD troubles hooter Drew in monetary terms only twice he our country and gladly welcomes
need for calm, rational and
Extension 433.
Albritten proved himself to be a refused to discuss the moral issues all helpful suggestions and advice.
collective inquiry into the policies
double-talkinBack issues are available from the
posturing, arroinvolved, and accused those who It is very easy to come up with the
proposed and the consequences
Voice Archives, Voice Office. Lowry
gant bubblehead. He and his party questioned him on the subject of jokes,
and criticism, yet of the alternatives. It also' Center.
:.....
are now in power in this country. being "off on a morals jag." He so much harder to offer workable
increases the need for making
stopped short a question directed alternatives.
God save us all.
(cont. on p. 3)
This was my first such contact at the military budget by refusing
member of the to engage in a "war of numbers," .
with a
Reagan bureaucracy. I was deeply but he felt free --to spout
shaken by what I saw and heard. outrageous and arbitrary figures To the Editor,
dogmatism brings to mind the there is a competition going on ,
As proof of his concern for the whenever it suited his purpose.
First of all thank you LAB for
concept of blind ambition. Blind amongst Reagan supporters" on
I am frightened at the possibility
poor, Albritten flaunted two gold
your editorial in last weeks Voice; ambition entails the juggling of campus as to whom can be the
stars he had given himself, one for that Mr. Albritten accurately your perception of the substitution
words to restate the Reagan most ioyaL If the perspective of
each of two "hunger walks" in portrays the typical Reagan of rhetoric for substance is right on position with no perspicacious Richardson House and its
which he had participated. As bureaucrat. Such men should not the mark. The uncritical and justification for such a position. supporters were any
narrower it,
proof of his efficiency at exposing be in positions of responsibility in expository nature of Richardson
The lack of acknowledgement of the perspective, would, in a sense,
waste and fraud, he disclosed that government.
House's position supporting problems in Tieagan's policies disappear
:
.
Hugh Crowell Reagan exhibits a dogmatic
a large part of the waste in military
demonstrates a narrowness of
Sincerely,
spending is due to "inefficiencies in
Box.1421 approach. Reflection on such perspective. It almost seems as if
'
Peter-J- .
Renfrew
student-organize-
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Last Week's Editorial Misses Point;
Foflow Reagan's Advice and "Put Up"

non-turbule-
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Speaker at Last Week's Convocation
Artist of
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Biased Divestment Coverage
Reader the "Raw End"
To the Editor:
During the past two quarters,
the issues surrounding South
Africa and its apartheid policies-hav-

information at hand. Hopefully,

those people doing I.S. on South
Africa or those who are otherwise
informed on these issues will
been discussed frequently in present alternate perspectives to
the Voice as well as elsewhere on the general reader.
e

important

(sic)

These issues are

for they encoporate

spectrum of
specifically in

a wide

perspectives;

relation to American transnational
involvement with the South
African government and also their
influence on apartheid. There
appears to be, however, a definit
(sic) lack of vocalization from
various perspectives. Only one
has been presented thusvfar, and
that is "American corporations are
monsters who should be bombed
out of existence."
-

--

This particular viewpoint

wreaks (sic) of biasness (sic) which
is unfortunate, considering that
there are other alternatives available in presenting information to
the campus population. As a
result, this argument lacks a
certain amount of credability (sic).
Information supporting corporate
interests is not displayed
adequately, if at all; terms such as

"apartheid," "separate ' development,"

"para-sfatals,- "

and

"corporate involvement" are not
defined well enough for the general
reader to make logical sense out of
the arguments. The arguments

- '

nhdWSHL

Sincerely yours,
Lorha Babcock

VOICE Guilty of

--

Intolerance
Base
To the Editor,

to here are the

differing opinions. Specificly (sic) I
am refering (sic) to the "Editor's
Note" that follows Daniel C.
Howes letter in the 19 February
,
issue of the Voice..
v
An editorial staff has as much
room as it wants to express its
opinion. It is childish for a "news"
paper to have to resort to petty
attacks on the members of one of
the houses on campus. A

newspaper that maintained

minimal standards for journalism
would express its views through its
own columns and not by belittling
those of others.
The Voice has obviously chosen
to take the amaturish (sic) route to
running a paper. The point Mr.
Howes was trying to make became
perfectly clear. The Voice seems

to think

the opinions

of

College Stance
To
the Editor,

regarding
of business interests
located in Sooth Africa. By not
adhering to the standards xf
conduct known as the codes of
academic integrity and social
responsibility, the trustees of the
College are hypocritical. The
sponsibility

non-divestme- nt

Richardson House are worthless.
The Voice even stooped to
taking a "Cheap Shot" by claiming
Richardson House had been
belittling and patronizing other

Richardson House Approach Wrong;
Contribution to Awareness is Minimal

foundation. The moral foundation of the College is contradicted
by the College's past and present
investments that are connected
South
Africa.
This
with
compromise of morality does not
provide education in a
positive and sensitive
atmosphere; thus, a hypocritical
moral climate is created.
In the Scot's Key, the section
known
as the "Codes ' of

will continue to do it."
Dear Rkhardspn House,
I suggest to Mr. Howes and the
I feel - that you failed to
understand the intent of my last rest of Richardson House that
there are certainly other ways to
letter, so I will try again.
political debate," than the
"foment
I
feel
earlier,
I
that
As stated
flooding your weekly columns with ones presently, employed.
Daniel McKenty
rhetoric is the wrong
Box 2206
way to go about creating political
campus.
college
awareness on a
So far, all you have managed to
incite is anger and criticism from
those whom you wish to make

Last Week's Editorial Misses Point:
Foflow Reagan's Advice and "Put Up"

aware.
Your columns have yet to
provide a basis for "intellectual
confrontation" on any particular
political issue; indeed, your
columns have yet to discuss a
particular political issue.' If you
truely (sic) wish to "incite
intelligent, coherent response,"
you should write intelligent,-cohereessays.
Furthermore, I believe that,
somewhere in your program
proposal you, as a potential
organization, state that you will
not be given over to endorsing any
one particular political ideology or
personality. However, Daniel C.
Howes, in his response to my
previous letter, wrote, "If resorting
to "a series of endorsements for
the Reagan Administration'' is the
only way to foment political
debate, you can rest assured we
.

nt

--

.

--

(cont. from,p. 2t
decisions oh the basis of fact and
reality rather than on fantasy,
Utopian ideas, and catchy
slogans which end to act
as substitutes for cold, hard,
factual analysis.
Too many of the President's
opponents appear to be extremely
sophisticated about ideas in the
abstract, and yet can be extremely
simplistic and naive about the
solutions to the grave realities
facing our country. Instead of
taking our ideas seriously and'
anti-Reaga-

n

positive policy suggestions.
It would be beneficial for us all if

a few more of Wooster's

shortsighted

anti-Reaga-

n

demagogues looked beyond the
editorial room of the Voice or the
Lowry Pit, and followed the lead of
Senator Hollings in suggesting
alternative policy ideas. .If you
cannot improve upon the existing
policy, by all means allow it to have
a chance.- "
Warren Seidel
Box 2651
-

.

attempting to establish a.
meaningful dialogue with us, our
opponents automatically refuse to
even consider our suggestions and
invariably reject them as absurd,
inane and totally out of hand.

Caustic condemnation

and

derisive jokes become substitutes
for constructive criticism and

Immoral

dishonest.
In particular
the
apparent denial of this racial issue '
by minimal or non action toward '
divestment is blatant disregard of
intellectual honesty about ' the
reality of racism in South Africa.
T
(cont. on p. 4)

'

Women's Week
Deserves Praise
To the Editor,

,

"

Three cheers for Women. This
is Women's week at the College".
One activity in honor of Women is
the play Anngone. I saw cast one '
last Saturday night and it was
excellent. In fact it was so good I
am going td go again this week so
as to see the different cast .and
absence of awareness or interpretation. Life would not be
sensitivity to the reality of racism the same for me if it were not for ';
on the part of the trustees. This some great Women and their love lack of acknowledging racism and and insight.
:
--

--

Non-divestment,

of the College's
association with racially discriminating businesses is intellectually
non-confrontati-

on

-'"

'

Sincerely,

Peter J. Renfrew
C2525

ISA Rejection of Resource Center
Detriment to Any Campus Awareness

To the Editor:

would like to address the
campus administration and the
International Student Association
concerning - an event which
occurred at the ISA meeting last
week.
At the meeting it was suggested
that different .organizations on
I

'

truly-moral- ly

n

on- - Divestment

Individual
Community
and
Responsibility" begins on page 21.
The introductory sentence begins
with an imperative to honesty,
integrity and responsibility in
every facet of campus life,
academic and social. The Scot's
Key continues: "Each student and
member of the faculty bears an
individual
responsibility
to
maintain the highest standards of
intellectual honesty." (p. 22) What
about the compliance of the
trustees with intellectual honesty?
Surely the trustees must realize
that South African society is
structured on the basis of the
whom
rulers
are presently
following a racist policy.
however, reflects an

The College of Wooster is
pursuing a position of moral irre-

--

pro-Reaga-

i

I would like to express my great
concern over the intollerance(sic)
that the Voice shows to those of

students are expected to act in
accord with the standards of
Progressive Force (businessmen
academic integrity and social
who desire foreign investment to '
responsibility.
However these
continue), and their opponnents
standards are not applied by the
(sic), (those people who view
apartheid as wrong for whatever students. Before you make College, as an institution, to its
reason). Moreover, the terms attacks like that you ought to - investments. To accrue profits
from investments derived from a
cited above do not fully explain the provide evidence. ,,
racially
segregated society is a
linkages between American
Both Mr. Howes and the editor
contradiction of social responsiforeign policy, andor private are right in suggesting a balanced
corporate interests to the South perspective is missing in the Vioce bility to our fellow human beings.
The holdings in South Africa
African government as a whole, (sic). I am sorry to say, Mr. Editor,
intellectual dishonesty;
and finally, to apartheid.
the source of the problem cannot reflect
furthermore,
such holdings are an
gets
raw
of
The
reader
the
end
.
be found in Mr. Howes letter. outrageous and
unnecessary act
the deal, for this forum is not only Rather, the problem can be found
of complicity to racism. Racism is a
confusing, but it also denies in the note that follows.
issue. The codes of
herhim the right to formulate
John Mia no moral
integrity and social
academic
logical decisions about the
Wagner Hall
have a moral
responsibility

referred

nflDriryprife inn

'-

campus.

campus

concerned with

international affairs be permitted
to utilize a currently empty,
unused room allocated to the ISA

represent international students
:
on campus.
I find both of these "reasons" to
be problematic. First, Ishould like
to state irrevocably that have no
desire for the ISA to lose its
funding and that the request for a
data center on international affairs
in no way reflects this intent. Here,
I would like to express the gravity
of my grievance to administrative

"

authorities for instilling the fear of
withdrawal on this basis.
as a resource and data center for The authorities cited at the
international affairs. The meeting were - Debbie . Mix,
suggestion came from students coordinator of Babcock residence '
directly and indirectly affiliated hall, and SGA. With regard to the
with both Amnesty International second "reason," I would like to
and the Divestment Coalition, address the International Student
Emphasis was placed on the fact Association specifically, h escapes
that the room would be used for my personal comprehension as to
the accumulation of material HOW the ISA is to "represent"
pertaining to international international students without
concerns and NOT as an creating a campus awareness of '
operative base for either of these international events and issues. I
simply cannot understand how a
organizations.
The request was denied by a' resource center based upon
virtually unanimous ISA vote for creating this awareness could be
""two stated reasons. The first was considered antithetical to the
the fear that the association of the purpose . and function of an
ISA to anything "political" would' international student organization. N
I would sincerely appreciate a
lead to the withdrawal of SGA
funding: that, in effect, the mere formal response from SGA, ISA
presence of such materials on the and other involved administra- premises of an ISA facility would rive parties as a clarification of
be enough to implicate it as ,a these matters. My box number is .
,
political force in the eyes of SGA. 1838- Thank you,
r
The second reason stated was that
y
, - ..."
Nikki Houston
.the REAL purpose of ISA is to '

i funding

,

--

.

--

"

--

:

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

.

,

-

'
.
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THE" WEEK IN NEWS
Compiled by Dan McKenty and Sue ABen
INTERNATIONAL
Warsaw
The Military Regime in Poland recently issued strict
guidelines for reactivating trade unions, banning any suspended
Solidarity Union leaders from any role in the country's unions, and
forbidding strikes in almost all circumstances.
Washington
U.S. Secretary of State Haig recently said that he fears
a flood of refugees from Latin America if the U.S. doesn't give aid to help
prevent a turn to more radical leftist governments in thearea. He told the
National Governor s Conference that It could make the Cuban influx
look like child's play."
Heavy Lebanese fighting was reported for the third
Tripoli
consecutive day in Tripoli! Police reported 24 dead and 40 injured in the
forces and leftist militias.
latest fighting between
Iran cut oil prices to $2 a barrel early this week, its third
Washington
decrease in two weeks. Analysts say the move to spur sales reflects
depleted reserves, drained by the 17 month war with Iraq.
NATIONAL
Reagan met in Washington recently with governors and
Washington
county officials to defend the "New Federalism" plan. Both groups
expressed their fears about the proposal's "swap" arrangement, which
would call for the U.S. assuming all Medicaid costs while the states took
on major welfare responsibilities.
National interest rates fell sharolv this week. The
Washinoton
plunge followed a steep drop in the money supply reported last week and
a continued economic weakness.
Washington
A top Republican
Senate Majority Leader Howard
recently suggested an income tax surcharge to cut anticipated
Baker
1983 budget deficits. A similar surcharge was used by former President
Johnson to help finance the Vietnam war. Treasury Secretary Regan
opposed the plan saying that it is
to raise income taxes
Iduring efforts of economic recovery- Surgeon General C. Everett Koop said early this.week
Washington
that "cigarette smoking is clearly identified as the chief preventable
cause of death in our society." In an annual report on smoking and
health, the Surgeon General said that cigarette smoking causes 30
Ipercent of all .cancer deaths, and even
should treat
Ismoking as "a public health potential hazard."
STATE
Ohio's economy has been declining for decades, and only
Columbus
recently have corporate and political leaders begun to take the problems
seriously. Many officials still claim that the state's economic problems
are merely a part of a business cycle and will be solved when the national
economy rebounds, yet leading economists claim the situation deserves
immediate action.
Price increases exceeding 20 percent are reported for
Cleveland
particularly on the east side. Prices
homes in Cleveland's central city
have risen substantially faster than the 9 percent average price increase
of suburban homes, according to a study done by the Northeast Ohio
pro-Syria-
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Peacemakers Urge Personal Actions

lb the Editor:

Session,
Rev. Davidson has
suggested the following practices:
1) Fasting - refrain from eating
solid food each Monday as a sign
of solidarity with those who are
hungry because so much of the

The Rev. Robert M. Davidson,
moderator of the United Presbyterian Church General Assembly,
has called for renewed

rs

peace-makin- g

in the

lives of

College Stance on Divestment Immoral

The holding of business interests
with involvement in South Africa is
an indirect connection to racism in
that country.
The College, as an institution
that invests in
corporations, must acknowledge
the responsibility of involvement in
racist South Africa whether it be
direct or indirect. As an educational institution involved in the
larger world community of multinational corporations the College
and its guiding fathers, the
trustees, must confront with
perspicacious responsibility the
issue of complicity to racism. The
confrontation of the College's
intellectual dishonesty and social
unmistakable" terms under the irresponsibility is the only way to
heading of "Respect for the Rights deal with the perpetration of
and Concerns of Others" (p. 25). racism. The acceptance of
"The College believes that such responsibility and action toward
concern requires sensitivity and a divestment is the only solution to
sense of responsibility in all the moral irresponsibility or
relationships
whether between perpetuating racially discriminate
members of the same sex or the .business interests.
opposite sex; or between races; or
Academic integrity and social
among faculty, administrator or responsibility can only be restored
student." It is obvious that racial to the College by recognition and
issues are of a serious enough positive action toward the racial
nature to necessitate explicit and, thus, moral issue of apartheid
awareness and responsibility in South Africa. The codes of
acted out existentiaDy. However, conduct are not only valid internal
again, the trustees seem to believe standards for the College, but are
their responsibility
to racial standards which should guide the
concerns are beyond application College in its actions in the world
of and concern for basic human community. The affirmation of
rights. Business investments have social responsibility to racial
societal and, thus, political and equality and human rights can only
economic ramifications. But the be actualized by divestment of
sophistication of application of interests in South Africa.
social responsibility to racial issues
In aU honesty, I must say that the
does not eradicate the need to decision to write this letter has not
effectuate social responsibility. been easy. The ' College of

--

Presbyterians across the country. world's resources goes to
The Session of - Westminster' armaments;
Presbyterian . Church has invited
2) Praying - spend some time in
its congregation to engage in a, prayer each Monday, asking for
voluntary discipline beginning now the leading of the Spirit toward
and continuing through June peace among the nations;
when the General Assembly and
3) Discussion - covenant with at
the United Nations Second least one other Christian to
Special Session on Disarmament
engage weekly in conversation
Through
begin.
Westminster concerning next steps in peace-

Arewideoordjnatinggj

(cont. from p. 3)
The prolonging' of divestment and
trustee behavior toward the
students of the Divestment
Coalition, of which I am not a
member,
utterly
are
contemptuous of human concerns
such as mutual respect and racial
equality.
In the Scot's Key the College's
recognition of individuals and the
social dimension
of human
existence is explicit (p. 24). In
addition, it is stated that "the
principle of respect for the rights of
others and of the community" is
the fundamental guiding concern.
The crucial aspect of social
responsibility
is
stated in

For those wishing to fast and
pray, Lowry Chapel in McGaw will '
be open during the noon hour on
Mondays. Westminster Peace- makers also invite interested
people to join our weekly meeting,
every Monday, at 4 p.m. irT
Westminster Church House. We
are presently working on the

multi-nation- al

.

Westminster Peacemakers

invite the college community to

adopt these steps in personal

--

would hope my ac knowledgemen t
of Wooster as an overall positive
experience will not be overlooked.
connected
African
South
are a negative
investments
context of the College which
should not be mistaken as the
whole of the College's content.
Avoiding divestment, however, is
a sickness which must be treated
and not ignored. This brings me to
,
my final point.
The faculty and administration
of the College are crucial to the
intellectual climate which is
experienced. These two groups
play a formative and essential role
to the educational process. Both
groups,
however,
have not
seemed to be very involved or

vocalontheissueofdivestment.lt
is almost as if attacks on a pizza
delivery person are significant and
racial issues are not. The silence of
the administration and the faculty
of the College On the issue of
--

divestment is deafening.
Respectfully,
Peter J. Renfrew
Box C2525
College of Wooster

H:2CC3TC7
GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCETY.

group of people from several
different denominations working
to make peace a reality in our time.
We work in the spirit of
reconciliation and justice for a new
world order and we invite all
interested and "potential peacemakers to join us. We encourage
the coDegecommunity to observe
each Monday as a specific day for
peace considerations.

making.

Wooster has been very good to me
and for me in many ways. My
respect and appreciation for the
College is deeply embedded
because the College has facilitated
personal growth to my total being,'
intellectually and spiritually. I

--

Bilateral Nuclear Weapons.

Freeze, state and local peace
efforts, and educational programs
on D Salvador, tax resistance, and
the draft.
We are an intergenerational

.

efforts for peace. IT IS. TIME for a
sustained effort to break the hold
that years of belligerent talk, cold
war and military spending have
imposed on our minds and spirits.
LET US CONCENTRATE on
steps to reduce conflict, extend
justice and offer hope.

.

.

r

Westminster Peacemakers

Westminster Presbyterian
-

.

Church

International Fair Participants Thanked.
To the Editor:
. On behalf of the Programming

Tomasini (Mexico),. Cathy

Clasper (Hong Kong), Macharia .
Board of Babcock International
Kamau (Kenya) and Mrs. Chan
House, we would like to sincerely Curren (Thailand). Special thanks
(conUon,p.,5)
thank the following people for their
dedication to and participation in
the First Annual Wooster Inter-- "
national Fair. Upon final count
there were over 250 people who
participated; we are grateful to, To the Editor:
I would like to express how
each and every one of these for
I am that the revisions in
pleased
outstanding
cooperation and
their
the SGA constitution were passed
enthusiasm. Specifically, we would like to by an overwhelming majority in
extend a special thanks to our fine last Wednesday's election
panel of judges. Their sensitivity (21782). As a result of these
and willingness to work with us revisions, - the Student Governwas overwhelming. These judges ment Association will hold a
were' Dean Holliday, Vice- - special election for chairperson of
President Baird, Rick Jones of the - the Social Concerns Committee'
Wooster Art Center, Libby Bruch on Thursday, March 4. Petitions
of the Woman's Advisory Board, for this office are now available at
and Mr. Thomas Spitler. Lowry Center Front Desk and are
representing the Mayor of due back at 12 p.m. (noon) on
Monday, March 1. I encourage
Wooster.
We would also like to express anyone who may be interested in
our ' appreciation to the fine thi3 position to contact Krystin
performers of the day: Abby Buckey or myself (or any" other
Brown (India), Yudi Wanandi present Cabinet members) for (Indonesia), Kris Leslie (USA). more information.
Prof. Ishwar Harris ' arid ' his
Sincerely,
'
.beautiful daughter (India), Bianca
.'." Monica Bowin '
.

Special Election
For SGA Position

"

--

.

.
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SGA Repeals AI

Westniinstcr Holds
Lenten Celebration

Funding Rejection
-

:
To the Editor: V
.
. We are pleased to announce
that the SGA General Assembly
funded Wooster Amnesty
national at its meeting on Monday,
February 22- - '
-'-

oy oreue reaeocK

.

Westminster Presbyterian

' Church will usher in the Lenten
season this Sunday with the celebration of a Peace Sabbath. The
theme of the service wiD center

After being denied SGA funds

around the caB to be peacemakers
in a Christian context focusing on
the humanity" and unity of aO

because Amnesty International
was a political group, Wooster
Amnesty International wrote a
statement of purpose and a fist of
:
its objectives, and presented them
to the SGA Cabinet at a meeting
,6n Tuesday, Feb. 16. At that
" meeting the Cabinet asked the
Financial Affairs Committee to use
'
the statement of purpose and Est
of objectives .' to ' reconsider
. Wooster Amnesty International's
fund request. In light of the new
'
information, the Financial Affairs
; Committee recommended
funding for Wooster Amnesty
International; the recommendation was unanimously accepted by
the General Assembly.
1
We agree that the events of the
- past were a good learning experience for all of us. We feel that, the
disagreement between Wooster
"
Amnesty International and SGA
was largely due lp a lack of
there were
communication
'
mistakes made by both organizations in the past, but we have
corrected those mistakes and are
determined not to repeat them.
The SGA and Wooster Amnesty
International welcome the 'chance
to work together in the future.

'

.

-

Townspeople observe the Thailand table,at the First Annual International Fair, sponsored by Bab-coc- k
Haft. Winning "Honorable Mention," this display was created in part.by Ping na Thalang and
Vln Osatananda. Photo by Chi San Loh. ''

by Jim Luce
' .. ' "
The liberation , of women
cannot ' occur in isolation,"
according to sophomore Lakshmi
Daniel. This statement began the
panel discussion concerning The
Role of Women in Asia," held
Tuesday night in Babcock. During
this, discussion, a part of the
annual Women's Week activities,
representatives from Thailand,'
India, Japan, Malaysia," Sri Lanka
Bangladesh spoke on the
and.
-'
status of women and the women's
-- movement
in. their home

v
the students gathered.
"Women are a necessity in our
agricultural nation,", .said Vin
Osatanancha, a student 'Tronrf

.

-

Thailand.

participation

on

.

...

-

.
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.

-
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in--then-present-
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Special thanks

--

.

Afi-Hussa-

'

and Joyce "

(Mid-East- ),

;

--

--

i- -

.

,v----

.

?

.

-

.

-

hosts

PlusqueHec and Officer Yund for
.their help with security, for the
event. Another' person deserving t
recognition is Debbie Mix,,
Director of Babcock, for her moral

support . and
festival.
throughout this
large ;
of
bacHbone
this.
u The.
day-lon- g

.

--

.-

to Dean

trouble-shootin-

in

.

;

,

ations,

;

.

i-

mf

--

Parkinson was invaluable
thanksl Also, an appreciation to
Cecil Baughman and Midge
Bare us for their cooperation and
suggestions. Likewise, the aid of
both Hal Closson and Jody Smith
were a necessity to the success of
- .
the Fair.

--

--

Advisory Board. It is these fine
people who donated the plaque
which was awarded to the display
of Kenya. Special thanks to Mrs.
Walter Znk and Mrs. Richard
Miller of this active group for their
participation in this event.
Of course the Fair could not
have occurred without the special
assistance of the dedicated staff of
Lbwry Center. The help rendered

event was the representatives coordination of activities by Joy
Sobrepena and the audio-visufrom the countries themselves.
Limiting ourselves to only one ' events managed by Wendy Wallis '
name per country, in . the were also superb.
Other members of Babcock
expectation that these leaders will
that de$erve speciaL praise
in turn thank the countless many
include: Pete Zornow, Sue Downs,
that assisted them
we would like to Chandaran Gnanakuru, ' Laurie
thank Chong Ong (Malaysia). Eiji Sheets, Ann West, Gloria
Sano (Japan), Margarita Gomez Griffiths, Stuart Williams, Karen
(Spam), Gemma Cross,-- Beth Barger, Kudbuddin
Mingorance
and Desiree Leo.
Chan (Hong Kong), Brigitte Jirku bin
Many more people still remain
'(Austria), Ayse Beyazit (Turkey),
Eman Ramli (Indonesia), Erie to be thanked. Unfortunately,
Raynbr (USA), Lena Wermo space" does - not permit i. full
(Sweden), Vin Osatanda recognition. However, the success
(Thailand), Sue Krehbiel of the First Annual Wooster International Fair beJbngs to you all.
(Mexico), Omar Shabka
Nathalie Massip (France), We couldn't have done it without
Sundaram Tagore (India), and you! Looking forward to the
SecondAnnual!- ,.- Renate Beckner (West Germany).
0:
5uaCerely,
every
you
Each and
did an
one of
excellent job; we really appreciate . : Jim Luce, coordinator
- ';
Paul Wetzel
'
it. .y J
' ' r ";
Tessie Tzaravas
Two other foreign students to
be acknowledged are our official Miriam Englund, associate
al

of Japanese

--

.

-

.

We gratefully thank, the
members of the Women's

--

--

.

n

calligraphy by Dr. Frank Miller;

-
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demonstration
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(cdnt. from p. 4)
for an interesting and informative
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International Fair Participants Thanked
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Chinese-Malaysian-

cross-cultur-

-
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.

For

s.

me

.:-

Wai-Chu- n

"

.

woman-should-be-af-ho-

husbands." The choice, according
to, this Japanese student, is
between work and being a
housewifev "They cannot do
both," Kurata maintained.
Because Malaysia is a multi-

however,

are-similaritie-

.

--

ti

;,

.

:

racial society, generalizations are
Lai.
impossible states

When I am away from Turkey, I
miss ner a lot. i miss every street,
every city, every person, i
miss everything about her. When I
close my eyes, I find myself
swimming the warm Aegean Sea
or rolling in the white snow in
Uludag. When I close my eyes, I soothing my eyes.
find myself walking somewhere in
When I turn my head to the
Istanbul, my city, breathing the European side, I suddenly feel the
fresh sea air into the depths of my European ambiance. After the old
villas and the green hills of the
sua mg"
Once mere, I have my eyes Asian coast my eyes are bothered
closed. Here Lam in Istanbul, on by the skyscrapers and the
few modern apartment, houses.' Yet,
the Galata Bridge In
- seconds I will board on one of the
once adjusted to the modern
s
between surroundings I can see a lot of
which
- Asia and Europe until they reach-th- e interesting things to explore. This
Black Sea. I must hurry if J coast gives me the feeling of
fife style changing day
Wdill 10 loiui 7.u 0.111. icuy.
"
I am on the boat, sitting on the by day.
:
- V
Hwlt We start on our wau." The - The ferry stops in every landing
captain blows the horn happily. place. Each of these landing places
We are sliding on the green-blu- e
One
has characteristics of
sea. When I look back I see the of them reminds me of yogurt with
amateur fishers, hopeful and powdered sugar. Another one is
famous for its delicious . tea, .
wr J :r
. patient
j l :
described as rabbit blood because
I.Jd III IU U IV UUHiLU M MdlgC, H
- lies the Golden Horn. I remember of its colorr
. . ,
I
- I get off
the ferry at the end of
. the stories and poems inspired by
this place. Once .there were the Bhosphorus, On the Asian 1
beautiful and colorful tulip gardens coast. The breeze of the Black Sea ;
alonq the coasts of the Golden licks my face. I am going taeat
.1
i n
r i
' norn. iancues on ine
sneus
fresh fish in the same old restau
oi ine
strolling turtles lit the gardens in ' rant. He is asking me why I have ;
"
the midst of the darkness of the not come there for such a long
nights.
1:
time. He takes me to the same old
- table beside the window. He brings '
I II.v,
,U
I
awe
iisui
i iluii oikou.
Asia, my ten sioe is curope. nsia the aged white wine.
Cm
AM
J luw ai
I am sipping the wine, listening '
c m fLf
vivocA 4A
at na
&v.s
iv aaik
"other as if they were kissing in the to the music of the sea. Then I
open my eyes..J wish I were a fish-- in
vwb iwri in.
vuui oca n mic
Along the Asian coast, I see the
the Black Sea. I wish I were a
I
VIIWJ3.
iyi M bird flying over the Bhosphorus.
. UHJ, WUUUCII
--

8).

-

' aK

there is a
exotic atmosphere to the coast. genuine dichotomy between
Now many of them are abandoned women of the upper and lower
Female children are often
because they are very old. I recall classes.
preferred,
for example, as they
not
my childhood years when I lived in
a detriment; they
are
seen
as
villas,
running
those
of
one
'
get
"good jobs" to help
the
cannot
through the big green garden,
family as well as men
support,
the
cool
sea.
Green
jumping into the
hills rise behind those villas,

by Ayse Beyazit

A

in the agricultural

the children, serve their

THE INTERNATIONALIST

1.1

Jcant. on p.

;

'

Kurata. She believes the women
should "stay hometake care of

--

-

r--

Through their

Westernization, said . Hisako

'

-

over-populati-

-

'

"

,

Asia is a large continent and its
countries range from Japan to
India: there tend to oe as many'
differences throughout the region
According
: as. there
Selvaratnam. As - in Thailand; ; to Jairaj Daniel, "it is imperative to
aspects of
women seem to achieve equality in ' stress the
vvk t i
PAmiuritniit
the rural areas. "They have equal status in the fields, but the social between the "Western women's
structure is different;" they are not movement and the . women's
as equal at home. Urban women - movement in India tend to be
ethnocentric, he said. "In India
face more difficulty with inequality,
Selvaratnam continued, in. the we're fighting 6,000 years of
subseirviant slavery;
history.--o- f
. city,
"the
mentality" dominates,'- he the bondage of women-.- ", Daniel.
I
.r
l
said.
coniinuea. i ei a clause aireaay
Women are ready to enter the exists in the Constitution of India
similar to that proposed by the
work force in Bangladesh, said
Shah Mohammed Hasan; ERA, he said. The main problem in
the Third World countries of Asia,
Unfortunately; he sax), there are
no jobs. The stigma traditionally .according to Daniel, is poverty.
The women's , movement, he
attached to working women,
however, is "on its way out" if not concluded,- - must' fight - against
gone already, Hasan said. One
reason for the ability of many , in this area of the world.
The forum vwas held in
women to work is the availability of
other women to help in their conjunction with Women's Week.
It was coordinated by Sophia
households. This employment of
Sasmita, a . sophomore ' from
domestic help leads to even more
Indonesia, with the assistance ot
women being hired. Unfortunately the women at this loweT end
Tessie Tzavaras, a junior from
Greece. The event was sponsored
oi the economic scale" must leave
their children at home-whethey by Babcock International Hall.
leave to work .for the upper
classes.

this equality is making its way into
the cities.-- Today, he claims,
women now fill many positions in
government and ' business in
Thailand.
The trend in Japan is toward

countries.
The role of women in Asian
countries is different than that in
' Sincerely,
Monica Bowin the West; likewise, the position of
Chair, SGA Financial the women's movement is also
Affairs Committee different. Such factors as poverty,
and traditional
Ayse Beyazit
tend to put much emphasis
Treasurer, Wooster Amnesty roles
oh general equality
than on
International feminism, accordingrather
.
to many of

ferry-boat-

--

-

can in this South East Asian
nation.
, Vv
In Sri Lanka a system of
arranged marriages and dowry still
exists, according to Sandesh

--

process, - they are "treated as
equals," he stated. Furthermore,

"

--

--

-

:
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Babcock Discussion Debates Changing Roles of Women

;

'-

people. The Reverend Richard
Watts, director of the Swords into
Plowshares and former pastor of
Lakewood. Presbyterian Church
y will be the guest preacher . Swords
into Plowshares ,ts a Presbyterian
Ministru hasi in CfeveUnd
dedicated to' the call of peacemaking.' Rev. Watts' sermon- is
entitled "Of Dolts and Geese."

g

:

for

the Fair," Shah

Mohammed Hasan (Bangladesh),
and Sandesh Selvaratnam (Sri
Lanka).
: V
- Not to be forgotten on this
lengthy list are the residents of
Babcocle The job that Debbi
Smith continues to do for publicity
M v putsjBdjng; C likewise, ' .the ,

--

'

--

.

'

coordinator:
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by Sue Allen
Art ' 23, 1967
article in
1nrrtr.Crr?
' i rei
Que..-..3 u i.
tc
'
'
Washington.
,
I often wish that I had been in
Wooster Voice t' ? "church
college during the T!J960s. The .attendance rule for freshmen" was
On the sports page in thej
r excitement of influencing change
suspended by the trustees; things
November 17, 1967 issue we find a j
"once tried to find out what the ' is thrilling, and it would have been were really beginnir2 to change at
nice photograp'h of the women's
primeval New England landscape I fascinating to - witness the s. Wooster during the s ;cond half of field hockey team. . Under the
had looked like and spent the last incredible V changes during
the decade. On pa2 two of the " picture is a caption reading: "Eight;
years, of his life poking into bid '."beat" movement
period - same issue we find an ? rticle by Dr.
Wooster Lovelies represented thei
Concord woodlots. In fact, when American values were under Frank Killer entitled "Why Are DucKeye Association in Michigan
Thoreau was many years ahead of extreme-- examination by the ( We in Vietnam?" to b z continued, last weekend." They didn't have ?
his time in his understanding of the
"younger generation." Wooster' in the- - following1 issue (" lay 5, trouble rhen deciding what to call
proper use of the land and many of students were marching on the ,1967). In a rather radical letter to them.. .they - just called them4
his writings, discarded by literary
;
Pentagon protesting United States 'the editor, a senior expresses her "lovely."
. , v
.1
critics as dull, dry and involvement in Vietnam while we "view that a Wooster education; "In a' remarkable editprial by
uninteresting, have proved an ' were still sacking our thumbs. - consists "of nothing but "searching editor Gary Houton in September,?
excellent source on the early New - Lying in my crib, I must have
through ; footnotes, identifying 1967s Voice he pointed out that
England landscape.
. listened
intently to my older ' obscure words, memorizing. students must be given respon-- i
Professor Whitney, who holds a . sister's phonograph pumping put 'j tables; and reproducing a sibility and must accept that
BA from Denison and a PhD in
professor's Christian doctrines."- burden while in college. They must
Sergeant Pepper, Peter Paul and
plant ecology from Yale, spent last Mary and the Monkees; a love for-- ; "She goes on to say that a college be a part of the nation's decision f'
year as a Visiting Mellon Lecturer the solid, healthy beat of rock and
education should "be aimed making body while their mental
on Forest Ecology at Yale roll is still with me today. Rock ; ' toward the student and his present ability was at a peak; they must be Z
University. His major area of
research is plant population

HERE AT WOOSTER
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the

Department of Biology, Thoreau'is
an early conservationist, whose
understanding of land use was way
ahead of its time, and whose
writings furnish us with an
invaluable source of information
about the primeval landscape of
the Concord area.
In next Wednesday's convocaMassachusetts
tion, "Puritan
From Puritan Wilderness to

Transcendental Paradise:

A

Microcosm of the Changing New
England Landscape," Professor
Whitney will consider how each of
us is influenced by a timeplace
perspective in our approach to the

environment.

,

Many early

American colonists who had faced
severe shortages of fuel and farm
land in England suddenly found
themselves in an area where
unlimited quantities of both were
available. How these colonists
used their landscape in a response
to abundance is a central theme of
Professor Whitney's talk.
As changes in perception of
abundance occur, use of the land
will alter as well. But these changes
can only be observed over many
generations. The initial problem,
finding out what the original
landscape looked like, and using
that as a data base from which we
can determine how the landscape
has changed, requires research
with a decidedly historical bent.
Recently Professor Whitney has
been working on reconstructing
local vegetation in surrounding
counties in Northeastern Ohio,
using early survey records and

data.

In this effort he is in
distinguished company. Thoreau

'

;

V

.

.

-

.

-

.

dynamics. He is currently writing a
book on the evolution of the
American landscape, an area of

interest

to historians

and

geographers but new to the
ecologist and biologist.
For those of us who associate
with the word "music" the
traditional sounds of western
harmonies and melodies, and with
"concert" the western habit of
polite to enthusiastic attention
from an audience ensconced in the
comfortable seats of a staid
auditorium,
a new kind" of
experience is in store.
On Saturday evening the Music
Department will present a concert
of South Indian vocal music at 7:30
p.m.- - at The Meeting Place in
Westminster Church House.

Way It

'
"men and women not boys andj
music hasn't exactly died out,"but , moment, rather than concealed in
:
girls,", he wrote." His editorial
toward
points
a
that
scholasticism
.
being on the tail end of the post-- summed up the essenceof the 60s !
will
(the
student)
never
that
future
I
I
war baby boom, guess missed ..
it?
;face." - Was - it that day that . at Wooster and nationwide
, outonalotof the action of the 60s.
younger
;
of
"the
decade
was
the
(and
finished)
started
:
students"
The changes that came about in
workdoing;
generation"
at
hard
' "
.
speaking
out?
- our nation during the 60s are well
"
their own thing." .
A Marxist speaker appearing at
illustrated in .past issues of the
- - The "rock and roll
of
the
50s o
subject
of
was
an
Wooster
the
Voice published during that time
early
. Pete Seeger
Presley;
FJvis
dominating
the
top
entire
of
article
period. Thumbing through many
had turned into the..
others
years worth- of issues, I was 'the front'page in May 5, 1967's ' ' and
guitar
"rock" of the '60s,'
acoustic
story
Voice.
Wooster
on
Another
fascinated to see the amazing
by
sounds for the
electric
amplified
changes in campus Efe during the the same page reports that the - first time in. history. But then the
;
Energy
of
the
Atomic
chairman
"
'
entire century.
at June 60s faded out and the 70s emerged
Way back in the 20s, front page Commission will
;
tradition.'
with its early
advertisements in some issues graduation ceremonies. On the The
styla
had
been
60s
the
of
rock
faculty
writes
member
page
a
next
"urge "all men interested in the post
- of expression, and often
full
editor
saying
the
the
that
letter
to
of editor of the Wooster Voice" to a
expressed aggressive feelings by
apply. I laughed at the material" "student who wrote protesting her
people who disagreed with ."the
Wooster
at
published in the paper during the s pseudo "education"
But the folk rock
establishment."
merely
reveals
on
her
"insistence
30s, '40s and 50s, finding most
'
.' of the 70s
presented by musk'
exciting the advertisements for 'the generation gap."'
cians like Janis Ian and Bob Dylan
Over the summer of '67,
ten-cemilkshakes at a shop ori
f- - seemed to stabilize society and
Voice,
changed
its
name'
well
for
the
as
ads
square,
as
the
help . the younger generation,
today.
it
is
called
Voice,
as
the
to
formal dance gowns "for the girls" search for answers in a more
change
was
in
made
Another
price
$3.95
$7.00
from
to
ranging in
an editor named Gary i rational (yet less exciting?) way
It was interesting ' addition
Molly
Miller's.
at
"
Nefl Young wrote his famous
to see women's social restrictions - Houston took over to bring more "Sugar
Mountain" in the early 70s. ;
''
lessened slightly as their curfews zest to the pages of the Voice. It
"You
can't
be ; 20, on sugar ;
. was a more liberal paper; it was.
progressed from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
sang, exposing the
he
mountain..."
.What the 60s brought to Wooster one that surely raised conscious-v
is out of herhis
one
view
once
that
campus.
.
levels
on
ness
was a revolution of sorts in not
years
college
is expired in
shehe
theof
page
first
the
On
.
-ways
thought,
r
students
only the
f
Mitchell
spirit.
Joni
iyov
later'
:
beptemoer . zvt
issue,
v but the ways those thoughts were"
by
writing
him
"answered"
back
printed
an
article
Houston
expressed inthe pages of the
- concerning Cari Stokes
a black " "The Circle Game," claiming that
'
Wooster Voices
. running
mayor
of t' life is nothing .but cycles,1 each
man
for
As the 60s neared, the Wooster
cycle adding - something to a;
' Voice grew more cosmopolitan,
Cleveland. Another front page
potentially fascinating history of a of
reports.
radical
story
revisions
with editors who chose to not only
human- life. The thoughts; ;
publish campus news such as the r womens' rules; . the "freshman
lights-ou- t
expressed
of the 70s
system"
would
end
at
'
' perhaps by the music
mixers, but also
what happened f
reflected
'.Thanksgiving
in
of
instead
get
decided
who
the
to
editors
. in the Wooster. Voice
after the,
'"
students involved with the political. January.,calmed
things
down
60s
bit.
Wooster
a
students
60
march
on
of
the
social
movements
and
well
Now
the
we're
80s
into
and
Pentagon!
.page
.
of
The
front
the
nation and world. The student .
bit.j
calmed
.a
things
have
down
gives
1967s
Voice
27,
the
October
Berkley
and in Paris
movements at
tostill
fee!
Many
call
a
Woosterites
of
Wooster
details
students
"apparently had an effect on the
.don't-- .
things
they
change
that
in
involved
of
.getting
the
issue
Wooster population. While many
in on campus and in the
students probably (even; back Vietnam. "No member of the " believe by
expressing their views";
world
.'
group
was
arrested,
.Wooster
; then) buried, themselves
in their '
campus media. It J
the
although
did
several
.throush
participatein
studies or social lives at Wooster,
majority of
great
the
seems
civil
confrontadisobedience
the
; it is likely that increasing numbers
are
here
certain
students
that
,
Pentagon,"
writes
an
the
tion
at
; of
students took interest in
political and social decisions
expressing their concerns on enfhusiastic reporter. The same
issue contairs a cuest r JItorial and should be left in to the people cut
broader social issues.
'
I
a ktter to t'.
concerning Cf CC"C"2.
t As reported in a front ry"q
:
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anti-Nicaragu-

an

through negotiations

and

elections, but the U.S. seems to be
ignoring the pleas by the Mexicans
and others that the Duarte government should be pressed to enter

;

"

The concert will feature three
known Indian musicians,
vocalist Saroja Balasubramaniam,
Gomathy Sundaram, violinist and
Ramnad Raghavan, who plays the
mridungam, a small
barrel drum, which is placed
across the knees and played with
the fingers of both hands.
The atmosphere of the concert
by western
will be informal
standards. The audience will sit on
the floor. The performers will give

well

two-heade-

d

introductory comments and

explain such concepts as "raga"
and "tala." There is no admission
charge.
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SALIENCE

Nicaragua is not a Soviet puppet
state yet, but our leaders loud
talk, the cancellation of aid, and
the rumors of
plots circulating in Washington
may shove them leftward out of
fear. In FJ Salvador, a chance
remains to end the violence

.

'-

--

by lan Hartrick
Some time ago, events in
Central America prompted me to
state my opposition tQ any U.S.
military activity (aid, advisers,
troops) directed toward that area.
Nothing has happened since to
change my mind. While I doubt
that FJ Salvador will be another
Vietnam, the U.S. will reap
nothing but ruin from its current
policy. A narrow, dualistic vision of
events in Central America and a
plan founded on such a vision will
drive the nations of the region
directly into the waiting arms of
the Cubans. U.S. fumbling can
create the thing that few people on
this side of the ocean want to see:
Soviet allies in Central America.
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by Susan Figge
Henry David Thoreau has been
many things to many people; for
some the great 19th century New
England writer, student 6f
transcendentalism and author of
masterful essays and a magnificent
journal. For others, Thoreau is the
philosopher of civil disobedience;
for still others, the first American
hippy, early representative of the
counter culture and advocate of
the "natural" life. For Professor

--

talks with the insurgents. Those
insurgents have some legitimate

reasons for fighting the

government and they are not all
Marxist. It is an El Salvadorian
movement. Further fighting will
only serve to force them to the left

and eventually, when the

insurgents win, they will be much
more likely to be drawn into the
Cuban orbit. Guatemala, too, is
undergoing a trial by gun and may
be going the same direction as FJ
Salvador.
The gist of my thinking is that we
should alter our current policy.
The U.S. is a world power; that
not
position requires patience

parartoia, fortitude

not

not
fumbling, judgement
jingoism. Simply, Central America
needs this nation's best behavior
to avert a political disaster and a
bloodbath.
.

x

Holden-Kenarde- n

Yelling, screaming and name-callin- g
is not going to move the

U.S. toward a wiser stance in the
hemisphere.
Letters to your

congresspersons, Senator or the
President can have effect. So
could other forms o peaceful
'
protest.
I
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Applications are now being
accepted for the editor in chief
positions on Voice and Index
publications. Applicants are urged
double-spaceto submit a
letter to Henry Herring,
Chairperson of the Publications
committee. The letter of
application should include the foltype-writte-

d

n,

lowing information:
1. Reasons why party is interested in the editor's position.

2. Relevant background
information (past experience in

publications).
3. What kind of changes party
foresees in the publication during
herhi&4ehure as editor.
4. What year of school applicant

-

,

.is in.

'

'

-

e-.-

tcr

AI Protests El Salvador in Telegram
The United States section of
Amnesty International announced
recently that the organization had'
received no information that
would permit Amnesty International to alter its assessment of
the human rights situation in B
Salvador.
In a telegram sent to U.S.
President Ronald Reagan, the
section said the pattern of

abduction, torture and murder
reported in the Amnesty Inter-- ,
national Report 1981 was

unchanged. It said it was still
receiving daily' reports of abuses
carried out by the ; country's

-

security forces.
' "We cannot concur with the
assessment that the government
of FJ Salvador has achieved substantial control over alj elements of
its own armed forces, so as to
bring an end to indiscriminate
torture and murder of Salvadorian
citizens," a representative of the
7
section said.

,

American
Cancer Society
tmb ana coNnumTfo as a rmuc

$
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Activist Talks on

'The Arms Race and the Human Race"

Earlier this week national
newspapers carried the story of ah

.

open letter- - to Congress that
blasted President Reagan and the
U.S. backed military junta in D
Salvador. The- - letter was called '
"one of the largest cooperative
protests by religious leaders since,

.

.

-

anti-wa-

,

co-author-

the Vietnam War," and was signed
by more than 350 American
religious leaders, h readin part:
- "we submit that..".the
president
has compromised his moral and
religious responsibilities to what
appear to be ideological interests-- "
'One of the signers was William ;
Sloan Coffin, who will lecture C
Tuesday evening, March 2 at 8:15
p.m. in McGaw Chapel on "The'
"Arms Race and the Human Race."- - ;
Believing ,that the Church
take an active stand on
social and political controversies,
Coffin has been a constant
advocate for justice issues. A
leader in the civiTrights and peace "
movements of. the 1960s and '
1970s, he was one of the seven
Freedom Riders v arrested and
.

--

.

Alabama, while protesting local post he held for 18 years. He
segregation. laws in conflict with organized and directed the Peace
Cams Field . Tratnina f"Vntr in
the decisions of the Supreme
"
; v- .
. Puerto Rico.'
jCourt.
He has published an autobio- '
Working actively in the
r
movement, Coffin helped found graphy Once to Every Man, and
Clergy and Laity Concerned for'
Civil disobedience:
an Aid or Hindrance to Justice.
Vietnam.
,.
.
His talk on Tuesday night
Coffin was one of three U.$.
represents the fruits of an ongoing
clergy invited by the Iranian
concern about the future of the
government to hold Christmas
United States and, indeed, of
Eve services for the American
hostages in December, 1979. .humankind, in the face of
Since then he has declared that .increasing arms buildup.
In addition to his talk Tuesday
conciliatory gestures should be
made by both governments to end ' night. Coffin will sneak at 1:15
.
Tuesday afternoon to the Clergy
the crisis in Iran.
Academy
in Freedlander. Theater.
- William Sloane Coffin, a Morris
The talk, titled "Mission: Stopping
lecturer, received his BA from the. Arms Race," will be open to
Yale in 1947 after completing
students.'"
military service in Europe. During
r At 5:30 p.m., he will have dinner
the Korean War he joined the CIA with
the Student Christian
and worked in Germany, training Movement in Kittredge and at 9:30
anti-SoviRussians for will speak with students in
operations within the.; Soviet Babcock Lounge. Coffin's stay
wl
Union. After returning to the U.S. . conclude Wednesday at 4 p.m.
he completed his B.D. degree at with a dialogue with faculty and
Yale Divinity School and accepted students in Lean Lecture Room.
in 1958 the chaplaincy at Yale,,a
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Local Church Offers Lecture Series,
The Threat of Cults Reality or Hoax

...Shortly after 11:30 p.m., right t several people say that we couldnt
past the door of the house we were do .anything, we can only take
Salvadoran troops . pictures, we can't get involved,
sitting in,
came marching by. They marched we're foreigners.
describe
deceptive
techniques
cult
right into the square and right to
But Bianca and I were both
Are you intellectually curious,
members use to recruit young
the Honduran barracks. They ' really dissatisfied with that
idealistic,
of averadults.
position. We didn't know what to
were perhaps two abreast, not
age to above average intelligence,
On
14,
March
Tom
Gibian
marching in step but coming in
(76)
years old? Do you come
briskly. .
anything. Just .then we spotted
,
from a middle to upper class . will tell of his seven years
experience with Divine Light
A short time later, someone ran
two stragglers, one military guy
family, too? ,
,
Mission.. Gibian was deproin saying, "They're taking and one prisoner, who were just
If so, you are a target of a
grammed in 1980 and is now
prisoners from the camp!" So
starting down the bank from the
destructive religious cult, such as
, Wharton School of
enrolled
at
we.aH ran out, nine of us piling into , road. I took a couple of pictures,
Rusty
Davenport,
Oxfam
the- - Unification Church, Divine
Business. A former member
hill.
a truck, and drove down
and started up. my. hollering at
Light Mission, Hare KrishnaT Trie Way International will join of America's project officer for Latin There was a column of the
armed ' them: "We are international press.
him
- went 'to
America,the
border
Church- of Scientology, or The. and discuss her experience..
between El Salvador and Salvadoran military people Congress people. We're watching
Way International. Experts
On March 21, members of Honduras to prepare for the crossing the road in a long column, you.. .taking your picture... that
estimate there are 2000 such cults
Freeman Cult Prevention, Inc. of
arrival of the medicines. While he with a whole column of 20 or so man is an innocent refugee. ..let
in the U.S. with about three million
Akron, a parents support group,
was
there a delegation including refugee men from the camp,' who him go! The refugee and his
members.
will discuss their experience when
Bob Brauer, special counsel to had their thumbs tied behind their captor scuffled a bit, but finally the
"The Threat of Cults Reality
their "children were . involved in
Congressman Ron Dellums backs. Ad soon as we drove down, refugee broke away. I shouted,
or Hoax" is a series of Sunday ' cults.
' - (DCA) and Bianca Jagger arrived four, or five of the military "Don't shoot himf We're watching
evening lectures thai will be held in
We're taking your picture!"
On March 28, Randy Heller will to investigate camp conditions. personnel surrounded the truck, you.
3 .1
I .
A
March at Trinity United Church of
discuss, the legal aspects of
nna
Here is an excerpt from Rusty and, in great disarray and disorine military guy lei tnim go ana
Christ located at 150 E. North St.
deprogramming.
Heller wrote
Davenport's report of his ganization, started hitting the started running after his
Each lecture begins at 7:30 p.m.
House Bill 498, which is being
truck and pointing their guns at us . companions who had gone on up
harrowing experiences in which he
' '
Speakers will address, various
and demanding that we drive away ' the river.
helped save the lives of 30 refugees
reviewed in subcommittee in the
7
issues of the cult phenomena.
At that point I realized that we
Ohio House, H.B. 498 amends
across the bridge and out of the
and almost lost his own life.
Ha4 s
On March 7, Joe Alexander, Jr.,
that uto AiA Hau
present mental health laws and
Oxfam America has since called area. Nobody knew what to do.
a deprogrammer who will appear
for a permanent team of interwould protect parents from being
One of. the refugees, a something that ' scared them.
on "60 Minutes' in March, will
charged with kidnapping during
paramedic whom I had Bianca and I looked at each other
national observers to safeguard
discuss his experiences and
interviewed the day before, came ' and knew that we should go. She
deprogramming incidents.
the refugee camps.
.
.t
I
up to the truck; he hadn't yet been
ana anaI two
oiner men neaaea
tied up and he put his arms around up the river It was real rugged
the rearview mirror on the right going over, rocky terrain, a dry
set goals of improved behavior,
by Chris Renz ...
to sew a patch on their old jeans.
side,' and with tears coming out of
river bed
jthousands of smal
strategies
map
for
out
and
to
boys
Boys
Village have
The
at
On the college campus, Scot his eyes, said, "Please don't let
'
(cont.
'
on p. 9) : ,
one thing in common
they are attaining these goals.
Cottage Young Life organizes
I don't want to die."
them
me.
take
- The staff helps each boy under.hurting emotionally. They come
students who participate . in
It was one of the most poignant
stand his feelings and attitudes, recreational programs at the and frustrating moments I had
from broken or troubled homes.
possible,
They have neither faith in praising him whenever
Village
different programs
ever experienced, because I was
keeping him busy with constructhemselves; nor trust in others.
every night ; of the week. This stuck in the back of the truck. ! ABORTION: Akroti Women's
They feel unwanted and unloved.
tive activities, educating him at his quarter, college volunteers are
fjinM nfrorm caff, nAruwiali7A
and directing a play, teaching couldn't get out. I couldn't comfort and 'confidential abortions up
Frustrations built up until they level of comprehension,
him. And . then he was led off
ultimately, helping him to be
erupted in destructive and anticeramics, inviting boys to campus
weeks. Birth Control
across the road in front of us. And through 15
successful and optimistic about events such as "Look Jp at the
social outbursts. Boys' Village
Lowest
ADC
Clinic.
that really turned me a notch. We accepted; 513 WestFees.
takes in the troubled boy and the future. The therapy entails
Hawks," organizing a Village pool
Market St.
arguing
in
truck
were
the
about
teaches him how to live within strict regimentation of time and tournament, tutoring in reading .
Call tofl free 1
9150.
society's
guidelines, how to duties to provide a sense of order
and writing, and sometimes just whether we should get , out,
go
what
should
on,
we
interact with others, and most and security in the boy's life. After going out to play cards or talking whether we
.
SERVICES
school, the boys participate in
importantly, how to develop
to the boys. Scot Cottage also held should do. x
Parenthood,
located
Planned
at
bridge,
We drove across the
recreational programs tailored to a Valentine's dance in khabod's
confidence and
2680 Cleveland Rd. in Wooster.
around,
'
we
then
and
turned
Village
The
individual
needs.
their
Village
Boys'
for the boys and campus
is a
pregnancy testing.
decided that we had to make, a has
offers programs in sports, music
volunteers.
Ohio corporation founded as a
rap
tests, ana oirtn
counseling,
finally
together.
.,
we
decision
So
leathercraft,
private,
boys' home and art . classes,
CaD
how
control.
articulate
boys
seldom
The
.
said we'd go back across the
and youth opportunity center. The bowling, karate, radio and much they appreciate :the
photographs.'
bridge
and
So,
take
newspaper production, drama, '
boys, ranging in age from 12 to 17,
volunteers who work with them,
are referred to the Village by . social interaction, bible study and but even a "thanks for coming out", - most of us jumped out, ran across
the bridge and a few others stayed
WORK WANTED
County Children's Services even horse management.
means a lot coming from a boy
in the truck and drove back to La V QUALITY TYPING DONE
Volunteers from the community
Agencies and by Juvenile Courts.
to be mad at the world.
Virtud, and reported to the $1.50 per page
and the college play a vital role in who used
Upon arrival at the school, a boy is
Based on two
It's easy. to get involved with
Honduran military that refugees day's notice and materials furVillage.
boys'
lives
the
at
the
asskvied to a caseworker who
Cottage,
Scot
, were being taken away
but they nished.
People from Wooster and Boys' Village, Call
Extra for graphs and
works closely with him to direct his
joining a program
about
ask
and
anything.
to,
do
refused
SmithviHe
their
time
to
donate
rush orders. Paula Webb
life at the Village. Every three'
about
Meanwhile, the soldiers and
transport boys to the doctor or for next quarter, or inquirespecial
months, each boy meets with his
.program
forming
. of ;
a
refugees were already going up
j
.
shopping
for
individual team of social workers, . , dentist, to, take (hem
' 1 jalong the.tiverbed. And I heard.
you.
Z
houseparents and caseworker to S. new clothes, or to teach them how - interest to
This school year the Soup and
Bread group at The College of
Wooster organized Soup and
Bread meals to raise money for
overseas projects of Oxfam
America a
international development agency- - One
of " Oxfam. America's projects
during the time of the Fast was the
shipment of medicines to camps in
Honduras for Salvadoran refugees
from the cjvil war in EI Salvador.
non-profi-

well-educate- d,
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Stimpson Debates
New Integration of

7

Gender Ideologies

counter-ideologie-

.-w-

omen

by Robin Wilson
Two women are talking . together in front of a church. They
are discussing the portrayal of
in the Bible and have come
to the conclusion that "Eve is a
wimp." They decide that instead of
accepting this image, they must
search for a more gratifying
picture of Eve which will more
closely fit the lives they wish to
lead as women.
Catherine Stimpson, professor
of English at Rutgers University,
used this fictional account from
the novel Shirley by Charlotte
Bronte to indicate that a similar
clash between' ideologies and
of gender is
going on in America today.
Stimpson, who is the founding
editor of Signs: A Journal of
Women in Culture and Society,
spoke to an audience at The
College of Wooster Wednesday
as part of the
convocation

.

Program Features Woodwinds
convocation, Catherine Stimpson,
jteditorlast Wednesday's
Journal of
Culture and Society spoke
founding

of Signs: A

Women in

on the new interpretation of gender ideologies. Photo by Sue

Mertz.
success his wife may find.

Displaying this image is the

contemporary husband who

claims he would feel bad if his wife
"beat him out of a career,"
Stimpson related. "He says, T
would rather she was teaching
English at a State University while I
taught at Yale,' " Stimpson said.
Charles Darwin offers another
evolutionary ideology of gender.
One of Darwin's
principles was that "all living things
seek to reproduce themselves,"
Stimpson recalled.
As Darwin saw it, males were
destined to fight among themselves for access to females. "He
said that certain features of males,
over-archin-

g

the peacock's tail and the
of
horns on a ram,
like

more.,"

--

Consultants
346 E BOWMAN ST.
For Your Convenience

capable of reason and achievement. Both are capable of being
socially active and productive,"
Stimpson said. Above all, this
counter ideology stresses an equal
role for men and women.
Another set of beliefs, "On the

other hand, makes paramount the
distinction between sexes. These
counter ideologies are willing to

give all things in life a sexual value.
Such a view is typified by Virginia

find "the female sentence,"

Stimpson said.
This clash between ideologies
and counter ideologies over the
question of gender can be found
everywhere, Stimpson said.

--

Registered Ohio Travel Agent

.

--

;

, spring.

community, performing throughin various campus
locations. The-- nature of the

this

out May

Ensemble, conceived by Mimi
Richmond as part of her Indepen-

Ensemble demands creative,
adaptable and dedicated players
eager to become involved in an
active, new theater. Auditions will
be this Sunday, Feb. 28,
p.m.
p.m. and Monday, March
and

dent Study project, will explore
the dynamics of the "ensemble" in
- workshop rehearsals and through .

productions.

It-see-

2-- 4

to

ks

7-- 9

experiment in the area of

--

1,

(cont. from p. 5)

--

The -- Westminster

--

the United Presbyterian Church
endorsed peacemaking ' as the

Peacemakers,

a group of townspeople
and students working in the
pursuit of peace,' planned and
wrote much of the liturgy for the
service. The Peace Sabbath will

incorporate contemporary

readings, prayers and hymns into
an innovative celebration of peace.
McGaw r Chapel

--

.

this

"

"

focus,of its DTogiatnmrig and called

churches around the country to
actively participate in peacemaking activities in their ministry.
1

Westminster Church responded
by forming the Peacemakers, In
the last year they have sponsored
a number of prayer vigils, provided

educational programs about
disarmament, '. and collected
signatures - for the Bilateral
Nuclear Weapons Freeze.
-

Bern part-tim- e
American Youth Enterprise
dealer.
-

Mon - Fri
Call

3:30-6:0- 0

254-55-43

p.m

;

'

BEALL AVE.

ECON-O-WAS-

--

VT4jS'E:

in Wishart T.V. Studio.

Peacemakers Lead Service

EARN EXTRA MONEY

4

P-- m.

Jean-Claud-

..'1

7-- 9

actoraudience relationships. The For more information, interested
eight performers, four men and persons can contact - Mimi
Richmond at ext. 356, box 2546.
four women, will take their, two
productions, The ; Murder of The Experimental Ensemble
Lidice, a poem by Edna St. promises to be an exciting spring
Vincent Millay and Interview from 'quarter experience not only for
e
Van Itallie's America the ensemble players, but for the
" Hurrah trilogy, out to the campus whole college community.

The 1980 General Assembly of

CALL
264-65- 05

.

.

The Experimental

weekend.

aim. in
Sunday.

s.

Merchant" (as recorded by Thad
Jones). Don Rice is also featured
alto sax soloist on Lennon and
McCartney's "Yesterday"
as
arranged by Mike Barone, and Phil
Woods' "Julian." ;
,
i Other soloists who will have an
opportunity to take the spotlight
ini .foff KAna-l-f an1 lVu Prain rr
Benny Mot en's "Moten Swing,"
Roger Miller on "Adam's Apple,"
Cathy C las per oh "Julian." Dale
'
Grubb on Sammy Nestico's "Hava
Nice Day," and also on Michael
Miller's Gliding,"' as well as
Mack Squier and Jon Miller on
"It's Nice to See You." ,
This will be the vear's final Jazz
Ensemble concert, since ' many
' members of the ensemble will be
devoting their efforts to the
Cameht . pit orchestra in the
--

A unique theatrical experience

begins with auditions

The Westminster Peacemakers
invite all people to attend at 10:30

n

..Jerome Richardson's "Groove

Theater Ensemble Auditions

ve

V

Just off the College Campus
Ifa Almot,Tlme To Go
Home- .- Or To Florida!
Come-IAnd Make Your
Travel

programmed a difficult program"
which highlights what he calls "the
finest woodwind section we have"
ever had." The pieces especially
designed to do this are Alan
Broadbent's "Adam's Apple" (as
recorded by Woody Herman), and

Wolfe who was sure that one could

"In New York City. ..a
settlement in Federal Court on a
this,",Stimpson said. In Darwin's
class action suit against. the city
view, then, because males must
awarded $11 million in damages to
fight among themselves, they grow
five women who claimed the city
strong and courageous, while had forced them to go, on
females wait passively at the sidematernity leave and forfeit wages
lines for whomever turns out to be before they wanted to," Stimpson
the winner.
said. Here there is a clash in beliefs
Yet another ideology is about the nature of motherhood.
psychoanalytic thought, as
"In Indiana, a Journalist interpresented by Sigmund Freud, viewed a woman who was
Stimpson said. Freud's concepts" pumping gas at her father's
map out the differential developstation. She said she would never
ment of boys and girls and strucvote for a woman for president
ture all explanations of relationbecause women are too weak,"
ships around these concepts.
Stimpson recalled. But there she
These four types of thought
was, pumping gas and servicing
have come to dominate the way
another clash in. the
cars
humans think about sex roles. As
question of gender.
contenders, however, are two
"We are beginning to realize the
counter ideologies which deny the pain which dominant ideologies
distinctions made by the dominant
have caused," she said.
ideologies.
It is because of these clashes
The first negates .any, that a new ideology must be
significance of the difference
developed Stimpson stressed.
between sexes and claims that
This new idology which "better
men and women have more in
fits our lives," must incorporate
common than not," Stimpson
the good of both the old ideas and
related. What matters, they say,
the new ones, she concluded.
js that both males and females are
were-indicati-

Flair Travel

i

The Jazz Ensemble concert
which was scheduled for March 2
has been changed to Wednesday, ,
March 3. It will be held in
Freedlander Theatre beginning at
8:15 p.m., and there will be no
charge for college personnel.
Once again, the ensemble will
present a "world premiere" of a
work written by Don Rice. This
one is entitled "It's Nice to See
You." It features the saxophone
and gives Don a chance to
improvise. Rice has also penned
an exciting combo chart.
Director Stuart Ling has
--

ideology of gender which, in the
book of Genesis, establishes the
dominant role of males over
females. "Adam and Eve share
some of God's punishment for
their sins. Both must fear the
Lord...and face death," Stimpson
related.
"But God also allocates punishment along sex lines," she
continued. "Adam is to work in the
fields and Eve at home." Further,
"Adam has power over Eve and
she serves as his instrument and
helpmate," Stimpson pointed out.
George Bernard Shaw once
captured the Biblical interpretation of gender roles with a cynical
statement: "The ideal wife does
everything that her ideal husband

An-angement-

,

--

y

Stimpson quoted.
A second of the dominant
ideologies of gender is patriarchal
liberalism, developed by Jean
Jacques Rousseau. According to
Rousseau, said Stimpson, the
male is strong and intelligent while
the female is pretty and naive, and
holds only one power
the ability
to deny him sex. Likewise, the
male has all other powers and is
responsible for delivering any

:

or

as a dominant

and nothing

9-1- 1

Week

Judeo-Christianit-

--

-

stressed.

wishes

.-

',

program. She pointed to four
dominant ideologies and two
contemporary ones, all explaining
the roles of men and women. The
clash between these is proof that a
new idology must be developed
which incorporates the concepts
of both the older and more
contemporary ideologies, she
stated, for "it is by ideologies.that
people organize and judge their
perceptions of the world," she

Stimpson listed

by Mike Sopkovich
Curtis, happiness was science
The music of Joy Division willbe ' fiction. When he sang the heartfeatured this Sunday, from
felt line, "I put my trust in you"
p.m. orT.WCWS. The group's rrom tne song A TOeans to an
music is marginally removed from End," his rueful tone did not
standard Top 40" radio fare. Joy ' suggest that he was anticipating an
Division's . sound is often coarse apology. Instead, the line suggests
and, at rimes, monotonous. The an awareness of an imbalance in a
music is loud and muddled, relationship which he has'allowed
interwoven with production to occur. The world that Ian Curtis
effects that are often alarming.' had portrayed held no rewards or
Given the material, however, comforts, only pain. Perhaps he
everything "bad" about the group summed up the direction of his
serves to heighten the band's music best in the song, "Heart and
- appeal.
Soul" when he sang, "...one will
'
:
Ian Curtis, Joy Division's lead bum."
,; ;
singer and main lyricist, adds a
distinctly personal-flavJoy Division; sans Curtis, is now
to the
'music. Curtis, who committed
under the aegis' New Order.
suicide in May, 1980, communi- - Though the original group enjoyed
cated his feelings through bleak substantial popularity in Britain,
and depressing images of violated '. the new three-ma- n
orruin Rac list
'trust, loneliness and the to prove that it is as esthetically
inhumanity . of humankind. For
significant as its predecessor. "
"

s

College's Women's

Joy Division Broadcasted

H

r

(Just North of the College)
Laundry
24 Hour Coin-O- p
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Keypunch Mistakes Costly
(conUfromp. I)
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double-checke-

twice-monthl-

y

more expensive, Kramp
speculated. Also, only the time
cards from the first week of each
pay

period

be

could

double-checke-
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so Jhere would be a
higher chance of errors in student
paychecks. Kramp said that he
assumed any added expense
would come back on the students,
but that he had heard of.no plans
.
to change the system.

aV

whirl...
-

-

4

With regard to. issuing

9

chqiu Ria. Ygtj can po it its always
TqUGH THS. FIRST TIMS. CUT RFTCIl YfclVVfc
R FEW OF M , X&V 6&T U5EP To TslSIU

the campus employers need time
at the beginning of each quarter to
get set up, Kramp stated. If checks
were issued earlier all of the de- - '
partments would not be able to get
'the time cards in on time and some
students would not be paid for all
of the hours.- Some students. however, think
that the benefit of .having checks
earlier and more frequently would
outweigh the added processing
costs. For students who depend
on their paychecks for rent, food
or spending money, the first five .
'weeks of the quarter may seem
very long. Kramp" noted that the
number of hours worked by
students is up significantly, both
because more" students are:
working and because students are
working more hours per week.
With the rising"costs of .higher
education and the cutbacks --in
financial aid, this trend is expected ,
to continue. The College has not
yet addressed the issue of
students' dependence on their
campus employment, but will
probably have to face this in the

,

economical because a changeover would require twice as much
paper work. Currently, a final
payroll auditregister is performed
every four weeks, and the cards
from the first three weeks jof each
period can be
before they are processed. If a
change were made to a
system, the auditregister
- would have to be performed more
often, which wduld probably be

Piage

"

"

-'-

S"'"""'

wy st

fM

"WW

PI

--

paychecks closer to the beginning
of the' quarter, Kramp said that
pay advances were arranged on an
infrequent basis to cover an
outstanding bill or for a dire need-suc- h
as emergency travel. These future.
Most students are employed in
advances must be approved by
areas of Food Service, the
the
: fx'-. both the Treasurer's Office and
y
,
the Student Employment Office, library, the Admissions Office and
and only on an individual basis. in individual departments. Each
Presently, there are no plans for employment area has different
having the first check of each rules for its student employees,
.....s'vs'mrs''''-"'"""- '
and the rules which apply to all
quarter earlier because the departments,
are found in the
Student Employment Office. and
Student Employee Handbook,
which is available at the Employment Office. For example, there is
no policy governing the issue of
The Case Western Reserve
(cont: from p. 7)
making up hours if a student is ill or .
University Gay Student Union
in
and out of the water,
rocks,
with the GEAR Foundation
has: an,x appointment or slogging and
sloshing. We ran for
suggests
that
will host the First Annual emergency. Kramp
Every so .
GayLesbian Conference on Aprff students' take responsibility for fifteen Ior twenty minutes.
my
holler
would
routine.
often
notifying their employer jn
u a and. 4, 1982, M CWRU and the
advance to try to switch with We couldn't see them.'
Gay Community Center. Feminist
gaining on them
another student or to make up the know if we were
attorney Rhonda Rivera and the
losing. We didn't know if they
or
departments,
radio
Some
later.
Cincinnati
time
controversial
were gaining on us. But there were
such as the library, are attempting
personality John Zeh will speak".
lots of women and children in the
by
allowing
not
down
keep
costs
to
"Legalpolitical" problems,
bed washing clothes and
students to make up hours. river
lesbiangay divisions, ageism,
playing
and each time we'd run by,
e
campus-widis
Because there no
international gay perspectives,
ask which way they went
would
we
and policy on this issue, the student
dealing with straight-societshow us. Finally, I
they
would
and
will
, religious issues' are among the has no guarantee that shehe
giving out
almost
remember
be able to make up any hours physically. topics to be discussed.
missed.
Rhonda Rivera is anassistant
The las( five minutes I outdis-- .
Other policies, including tanced
professor of law at the Ohio State
everyone running with me.
University and has .done guidelines on sexual harassment, I came around a bend and saw the
The
gayin
Handbook.
found
the
are
research . on
exhaustive
refugees and their captors way up .
related litigation and issues. She Student Employment Office is ahead of me
so' I put on some
will be speaking on the gay state of
available to act as a mediator
my mouth going
speed
and
started
. between employer and employee if
,; the Union since Ronald Reagan.
and raised my cry. And when
again
Office
The
should
arise.
problem
of
the a
John Zeh is the host
I got close enough to them, I saw
Cincinnati area radio show "Gay also handles pay. authorization
half the column had stopped. I
that
job.
openings
Dreams." One of his broadcasts cards for new jobs,
stopped
too, and then started
resulted in an indictment by the on and off campus, and will answer moving forward a few steps at a
any
questions a student has.
Hamilton County prosecutor. His
time, all the time telling them,
The : Student Employment International incident" and so on.
case was dismissed but is now
under appeal. He will speak on first Office is located in the Service When the whole column stopped,
"
amendment freedoms and the - Building behind Slater House on two or three of the guys in the rear ,
Wayne Avenue. It is open Mon.- - ,
threat to civil liberties.
is, turned around
p.m. and is prisoners that
.There will be an open house and - FrL
a.m. and
at that point, the
me,
and
toward
dinner at the Cleveland Gay staffed by .Tom Warner and job guards swung their guns around
by
followed
a counselors Jennie Saliers and Jeff
Community Center
me. I said, "If you kill me, your
' documentary film. Cost , of the
Kramp. The office is available to all on
will-b- e
lost, and if you shoot
cause
conference is $5 for
students except during the first the refugees in the back, .your '
people and further information
two weeks of faB quarter, when
pictures will come out all over the
may be obtained by contacting the only work study students are world tonight and the effect will be
CWRU Gay Student Union; co placed. "The people are very r the same."
'Gerald Bores, Treasurer; 11095 capable but the service is ;I At that point, two or three of the
v Lake Ave , 7; Cleveland,
underused," Kramp commented. - refugees- - started walking toward

'
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Oxfam Officer Captures Plight of El Salvador Refugees
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fearful and trepidacious

over

looks

,

We-didn-

people had been through it so
their shoulders. I many times before that it's not a
shouted that "if they shot those moment of joy, but only a moment
guys in the back, they would be in of thankfulness and wait fulness,
trouble. I was all alone at this time. waiting until it happens again.
relief from ' near,
whether
Temporary
I couldn't tell at
guns
from
tragedy
without any real
they were turning their
me to the guys who were trying to assurance it isn't going to happen
an hour from now.
get away. But half the refugees
Many people later expressed,
And
toward
me.'
ran
and
broke
that was a tense moment. I didn't again in very modified. tones, their
know whether they were going to " appreciation for our intervention
shoot or not. When the first group But, the reason that I think they
of refugees broke and ran, the rest were passive is that they've seen
of them broke and ran. I was parti- - so much. They have seen scenes
cularly looking for the one guy who of untold visciousness and horror
had clung to the mirror and I didn't many times before. It may be that
see him. It turns out he was one of some kind of built-i- mechanism
the first by me, because he was shuts down. ..that they go into
'some kind of state of .walking
one of
As thejrefugees were returning shock. But. that's just" pure
y
to the camp, they were met by speculation. - ,
- members of their families: women '
It was only a coincidence .that
and children and older men; who we were there. They had no. idea
were all 'along the route" back to that we'd be there. The next time
camp. There were an infinite they do it, we won't be there. And
number of extremely poignant - what bothers us the rnost is that
reunions taking place all the way this is not the first time and it's
back. And every time one of the ; liable not to be the last time that
refugees came back, there would ' this happens.' Our concern was
be a very subdued reunion. I never then and still is for the refugees.
heard a great shout of joy. I never The security' of. the refugees is
heard great weeping of relief. It paramount, and at this point there
. "!
was quiet and dignified, almost is no great guarantee.
though
these..
depressing;
as

me with

nd

.

n
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Great Food In A
Homey Atmosphere
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY

-- AMISH
-

DINING

HOME COOKING
,
ROOM
reservation
OR WALK IN

LYRIC TWIN CINEMA

.
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SALAD BAR
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CLOSED SUNDAY
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'82: Year of Women's Sports

Late in August when ' I heard
"1982 the year of the Scotties" I
just thought it bounded nice. I
never dreamed it would be true.
The field hockey players arrived
on campus early to face the

challenges of

three-a-da-

y

workouts. The conditioning paid
off when Wooster received the

one seed at the

number

of Intercollegiate
Association
Athletics for ' Women National
Tournament held at Sweet Briar
College in Virginia. The women
finished third in the nation in
Division III institutions. Twice in
the past three years, Wooster has
gone to Nationals.
At the state tournament, the Big
Red of Denison beat the Scot
stickers, but they made it to
bid awarded
Region an
because of their strong 15-at-larg-

e

4

record. They captured the
Midwest Regional title and

advanced to the National

Tournament.
New records were set as the old
scoring record of 67 was

Cindy

shattered.

Runnette

accounted for more than 50 of the

scores. She was included among
the "Faces in the Crowd" section
of Sports Illustrated. The team has
in a
set a new record for shut-outseason with 12 and tied the record
for consecutive wins with 10.
According to second year head
coach Terri Prodoehl, the goal of
the team at the beginning of the
season was "just to have a good
time."
The junior varsity field hockey
team had a winning season, with
many games played against varsity
teams. The team has a solid core
of sophomores who will be more
experienced next season.
The volleyball team with rookie
Coach Maksymicz captured the
s

state Saellite (regional)

tournament title and received an
automatic bid to the state finals.
The Scot spikers achieved a 29-record. The starters were Caryn
Holmes, Kris Leslie, Darlene
Kemp, Janet Harriman, Jani
Oder, and Diane Buchanan.
Wooster was very aggressive
during the season.
7

The cross country team,
coached by Craig Penney,

continues to build a strong
program. Theresa deGuzman led
the runners, but there were many
strong freshmen; Mandy Burr,
Nancy Conger and Bev Roberts.
No one qualified for Nationals.
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The Scot hoopsters have
received the number four seed for
the state tournament. Darlene
Kemp, Kris Leslie, Pam Chapman
and Lisa Mullett have played consistently for the Scots and have a
strong bench. They now sport a
15--

4

Playoffs;

record. The State

--

(72-51-

5-- 6.

),

(79-40-

(84-69-

The College of Wooster

women's swim team finished
second for the third year in a row
at the'state meet, which was held
at Oberlin. They finished behind
Kenyon, but have qualified
swimmers for national competition. The 200 medley team is

receiving

15-- 4

The women's basketball team
went undefeated last week and'
assured themselves of the fourth
seed in the upcoming OAISW
championships, which will be held
at The College of Wooster on
March 4, 5 and 6.
The Scots rolled to victories
Ohio
over Marietta
)
and Bluffton
.Dominican
The win over Bluffton was
the battle for the fourth seed. With
the victory,' the Scots moved into
the spot, while Bluffton had to
settle for the fifth sed.
The first two games of the week
were decided by the end of the
first half. After trailing
in the

Tournament will be held February
23, 25 and 27 at a site to be
announced while Wooster will
host the State Championship
"Teamwork," said
March
starter Pam Chapman, "is the
main strength of the Scots."

11-of-1-

Women Earn 4th
Seed in OAS W

4

).

4-- 0

opening

considerations for

moments

against

Marietta, the Scots moved into a
tie ) with 1 1:26 remaining in the
first half. Within the next three
minutes, the Scots took a lead that
they never relinquished. Lisa
Mullett popped in a 20 footer from
the right baseline ' to give the
lead.
Women a
The closest the Lady Pioneers
got after that point was three
points. The last time they were still
in striking distance was with 5:11
(cont. on p. 11)
(8-8-

Nationals and a decision should be
made by March 7.
The women's track team has
had the benefit of training during-th- e
winter. Coach Craig Penney is
looking forward to the outdoor
season, since Wooster does not
have indoor facilities. So far, the
diver, has
Senior Amy McClumpha, Wooster's
women are doing very well. Sue
meter
one
three
meter
and
Nationals
qualified
in
the
for
both
personal
jumped
a
Roberts lias
events. Photo by Al Cleveland.
best in the high jump at 4'8" and
has clocked a 3.06.9 in the 1000.
Freshman Carrie Bell has broken
the shot put record with a put of
the 800 free relay. Senior Amy
by Sydney Smyth
36'8". Theresa deGuzman has run
McClumpha performed exceptwomen
The
swimmers
The outlook is
a 12:02
competed in the OAISW this past ionally on the one and three meter
very good for the track team.
boards, taking the three meter
weekend, Thursday-SaturdaIf you came into the P.E.C. and
competition with a fantastic score
The ever awesome
Feb.
all you saw were runners in the
Kenyon ladies won with a score of of 444.60 and placing second on
hallway, there is a good chance
950, while Wooster was second the one meter board with 349.9.
that the women's lacrosse team
with 448. Even though Wooster McClumpha has already qualified
was practicing. They have started
did not win, the times were for Nationals on both the one and
conditioning and expect to have a
exceptional, and eleven women three meter boards.
strong season. Amy Barnard and have qualified for Nationals.
Not to be outdone, the under-- c
Cindy Runnette will provide
lass women swam phenominally.
Anne Howes and
double the trouble for opposing
Ella Rorriig, junior, qualified for
Nancy' Jo McMillan (both seniors)
teams.
Nationals in the 50 free with a time
had fantastic meets. McMillan
The softball team has started
qualified for Nationals in the 200 of 25.40, taking second place in
practice. They are very excited
breast (2:36.92), taking second in that event. She was followed by
about the schedule. They are that event. She also added a Marrie Neumer, sophomore, in
playing teams they have never
seventh in the 50 breast, and a third (25.89) and Jen Rodgers,
played before. They will have
freshman, in fourth (25.92). Romig
sixth in the 100 breast (1:13.9).
some doubleheaders. Jenny Wick,
Howes qualified in a leg of the 800 also added an eighth in the 100 free
Deb Bianco and Sue Seebode will
free relay (8:18.93). She also (57.59), while Neumer placed
provide leadership for the Scots.
placed seventh in the 500 free second in the 100 free (56.279),
The women's tennis team also
(5:31.8) arid the 1650 free third in the 100 I.M. (1:05.28), sixth
looks strong this year with number
(19:01.4), ninth in the 200 fly in the 200 free (2:04. 89), and eighth
one singles player Brooke Bashore
in the 500 free (5:33.31). Rodgers
(2:26.7), tenth in the 400 I.M.
coming back. "We have a lot of
added a seventh in the 100 fly
(5:06.0), and eleventh in the 50 fly
depth this season and we will not .(29.58). Senior Deb AUenby had (1:04.013), second in the 50 fly
have to have a tot of duplications
many strong finishes in the meet, (28.20), and twelfth in the 100 free
of singles and doubles players," . taking fourth in the 200 fly (58.40). Neumer, Rodgers and
commented Maria Sexton.
Romig have all qualified as part of
(2:22.74), eighth in the 400 I.M.
(5:05.6), ninth in the 100 fly
the 200 free relay.
Amy Russ achieved her goal and
(1:04.) and twelfth in the 1650
qualified for Nationals in the 100
free (19:24.87). She has already
qualified for Nationals as part of breast (1:12.79). She also placed
All-Americ-

an

.

15-1- 4

Swimmers Take Second at State; 11 Qualify for Nationals

two-mil-

e.

y

18-2- 0.

Co-captai- ns

QUALITY t& TASTY

We Welcome

fourth in the 100 free (56.34), fifth
in the 50 breast (33.70), sixth jn the
200 breast (2:41.29), and eleventh
in

the 100 I.M. (1:07.70). Susan

Allan, freshman,- National
-

qualifyer as part of the 800 free
relay, placed seventh in the 200
free (2:04.44) and eleventh- - in the
500 free (5:35.49) the 100 fly
(1:06.25) and the 100 free (58.15).
Lisa Bove, junior, qualified as
part of the 400 medley relay, phis
AAnA tl cotiontK in tho 9HO kvli
(2:39.0), and the 100 back (1:07.49)
and ninth in the 50 back (31.58).
Sherri Sterling, sophomore, who
has already qualified in the events
she swam in at States, consistently
placed in the top five places. She
took second in the 500 free
(5:18.93) and the 200 free
(2:00.89), third in the 200 I.M.
(2:21.2U; fifth in the 100 free
(5:00.14).
(56.53), and
Personal best college times
were recorded by Karen Christen
in the 200 1.M. (2:35.94), 200 back
(2:42.40), 100 I.M. (1:13.5) and 50
back (34.5); Anne Douglass in the
500 free (5:50.86), 200 I.M.
(2:36.80), 100 LM. (1:13.5) and 100
tree iixkj.uoj ana rtainy rcarsruiii
in the 50 free (30.88), 100 free
--

the-400I.- M.

--

(1:05.9)

and 100 breast (1:26.05).

Eleven of the women will travel
to the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW)
National Championships which
will be held March 11 13 at
Allegheny College in Pennsylvania.
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"
that won the game for the Scots."
The Scots hit 75 (fr8) of their foul ;
shots while MIJC only hit 44 (4-- y r
Scots needed to win both their ' 9) of their shots from the sin stripe.
games for the week; Capital and Since the field goals were even at
Mount Union, and hopes that 27 apiece, the Scots won by virtue Y
Heidelberg or Kenyon lost one of, of their plus two advantage from ;

by Dave Bryan
In talking with Coach Al Van
Wie. last week, he said that the
i

--

oriuuM

23-2- 0

their two games. That would have
given the Scots the home court
advantage in the first round of the
OAC playoffs held Monday.
But when the week was over,
the Scots had only mustered a
split; losing to Capital
and
beating Mount Union,'
Fortunately for the Scots, Kenyon
proceeded to lose both of their
games, something Van Wie did not

3

wimjffton
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wow.
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nr mo
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8-1- 6

9-1- 2
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three assists to a banner perform-

:.-V- -'

-

--

.

--

--

2-- 3

man-to-man-

--

.-'

.

.

.

game.
,
The last two minutes were nip- '
as the lead bounced back ; ; .
and forth. The game was tied
twice; once at 56 and once at 58.
The last tie, 58 all, came with just
'
11 seconds left in the game on a
down.
- With 6:53 left in the game, the field goal by Mount's Mike Culp.. ,
lead. Ron Beal had just given the Scots Scots were clinging to a
the lead with a brilliant drive to the V- "With excellent foul shooting;
hoop out of the Scots slowdown v
74 percent, in the second half.
Capital pulled away in the final offense. Then, it aD came down to
minutes to win. The Crusaders the last ditch effort by the Scots. ;.
Getting the ball in quickly; Beal : '
in the
outscored the Scots
last six minutes to win the game.' pushed it upcourt. Seeing Lee c
- Chris
Thomas led the Scots Svete open on the right wing, Beal
'J
to the
with 18 points. Jesse Smith and passed the ball crfss-couSvete quickly '
Ron Beat were in double figures Scots'
with 15 and 12, also. Thomas led took aim and fired up a
the, Scots with eight rebounds. "with one second showing on the;
Smith hauled in five missed shots clock. Much to the disappointand dished out five assists, as did ment of? the Purple' Raiders.'
Svete's shot found nothing but net
.
Beal.
Although it took a field goal in barring its. flight as the game .
"winner. "
. the last two seconds ot defeat the
Beal led the Scots wifh 16 points
Purple Raiders, it was the foul line
Y
.(canton p. 12)
...
. ;

.

.

and-tuc- k

?

51-4- 8

14-1- 9,

Kim Lance OAC Champ; Scots Sixth
by Al Cleveland
Kim Lance is on his way to
achieving his goal of becoming the

wrestler with the most pins in the
shortest amount of time.

"

John Srock 'placed second at
190 pounds for the Scots, losing to
first Wooster
wrestler.
Al Logan of
Lance won 'the Ohio Athletic Muskingum
in the finals. He
Conference .championship pinned Dan McSurley in hisjirst
Saturday to receive automatically ' match and decisioned Dave
a bid to Nationals, which will be Schwartz of Ohio Northern (10-0- )
'
"
held at SUNY - Cortland in New . in his second match.
York this weekend.
Lloyd
finished
fourth
at
Curtis
Overall the Scots took sixth
126, while' first year student
"place of nine teams moving up two
Schmid finished fourth at 118.
'
teams from last year. "If we had Lloyd was
for the weekend and
' scored the same number of points
Schmid finished 12. Tom Wood
as last , year, we would have also went
finished in fourth place," said
It is very hard to say how well
heavyweight Kim Lance.
Kim will do," Coach Yomboro
Lance pinned two of his three said. "He has the potential to go a
opponents and won the Phil Shipe ' long way.".
award, which is given to the
All-Americ-

an

.

All-Americ-

an
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,

ance. Leslie, Chapman and Bentler
15, 14
hit double figures also,-witand 11 respectively. .
With 7:57 left in the game, the
Scots found themselves on the
score. But,-oshort end of a
the remainder of the game,
Bluffton was outscored 25-- and
the Scots had won their 15th game
of the season. Kemp was instrumental down; the stretch, hitting
six free throws in a row to cap t he ;
victory.
The Scots shot 43 percent (29- 68) from the field and 68 percent
)
from the line. The added I
plus from the foul fine played a big
.role in the .Scots' win." The game
was filled with fouls and took two ;
hours to play. The parade to the
line was almost endless, but it paid
off for the Scots in the end.
h
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'
with 5:39 . j
- Down by seven,
'
left in the game, the Scots ditched
,
their
zone to go
The zone defense had . been '
riddled from the outside by the ' '".
Purple Raiders, exactly the .:
opposite of what it was supposed ;
to accomplish.
The Scots held Mount Union to v '
six points and forced three r
turnovers over the last 5:30 of the : :
game. In the meantime, the Scots
poured in 15 points to win the'. '
52-4-

8.

6

;'

"

the line.

-

'
-

60-5-

V
expect.
' It took the Scots too long to get
untracked in the game versus the
Crusaders. After they outscored
the Crusaders 17-- in a six minute
stretch during the second half, the
Scots began to lose their hard
earned lead. The physical game of
Capital finally wore the Scots

4

61-5- 9

--

--

the Scots an

insurmountable
lead with -12:30 remaining' in the half. For
Coach Nan Nichols, the rest of the .
game was time again to give the
bench some experience.
Jhe Ohio Dominican game was
really over at the half. Outscored
at the half, the Scots
opponents for the night should
have stayed in the lockerroom.
Five Scots hit double digits led.by
Mulletf with 13. Amy Smith scored
12, Leslie 10. Kemp 10 and Ben tier
10. Leslie capped off another fine
game with 10 rebounds to lead the
team.
The Scots hit 47 percent of their
so the foul line was
shots
not important in the outcome of
the game. Pam Chapman did a fine
defensive job on a 20 .point
averager from the Dominican
squad, holding her to just seven
points in a great defensive
performance.
Bentler and Deeter fouled out
early in the last ten minutes of the
game, while Leslie waited until
three minutes remained before
following suit. Leslie had played
most of the second half with four
fouls, but still remained aggressive
before getting hit with her fifth
personal.
- 7
The Scots - relied heavily on
Darlene Kemp.: She fired in 25"
points to lead all scorers. Art
performance from the field was
show from the
capped by a
foul line. The junior wing added
eight rebounds, three steals and
(38-80-

.

--

,

3

50-1-

"

----

4'

run,- - gave

-

Svete BomB: Beats MUG

Scots

(cont. from p.
remaining and the Scots holding a
lead. Five different Scots,
however, found a way to put the
ball into the hoop as they
outscored the Marietta team 12-lead into the
and took a 35-2lockerroom at the half.
A Pam Chapman hoop, a
banker from the right side on the

'
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Scots Third at Kenyon: Depth Problem
by David Means
The men's indoor track team
was caught by surprise last Friday
night when they were defeated by
Kenyon and Oberlin on the
Kenyon track. The Scots scored
30 points against Kenyon's 77 and
Oberlin's S7lz. As usual, there
were a number of good
performances, but the lack of
depth in most events caused the
low scores. "We have some guys
who score well in each event,"
Coach Breiner stated, "but we just
don't have the kind of overall
depth we need." Also adding to the
teams problems was the absence
of Mike Smith in the pole vault,
Chris Kline in the shorter
distances, and Scott Steffen in
middle distances.
The highlight of the night was
the powerful 3200 relay team who
easily blew Oberlin away, winning
by a 30 second margin with a time
of 8:35.54. The relay consisted of
lead off man, Andy Baird (2.06), Al
Jacobsen (2.07), Earle Wise (2.10)
and Andy Tveekrem (2.11). This

was by far the best race of the
meet, and perhaps was the best
relay race of the indoor season.
Steve Korow again performed

jumped

well, whipping out a 55.6 split for
his 400 meter leg of the 1600 relay.
He also placed second in the
quarter with a 54.12, his fastest

18'10"

for fourth

and

captured second in the triple jump
with a 37.
All in all, the meet was a
disappointment to the team. They
now set their sights on the O.A.C.
meet in two weeks. Tomorrow the
team will travel to Mt. Union for a
meet against several conference

time this year. Korow took third.in

the 300 with a time of 39.09. Coach
Breiner called Steve "one of the
bright spots in the meet."
Another key figure in the meet
was Earle Wise, who continued to
be the team's high scorer. Earle
scored first in the polevault, first in
the high jump (5'1(T), and grabbed
a fourth in the 500 meters with a
72.28. Wise also ran a leg of the
3200 relay.
Also running well was David
Boop with a third in the 400
(54.51), and Andy Baird with a
72.28 third place in the 500. Bill
Jackson pumped Out a 4.34.86
mile to capture second place. - ,
In the field events, Al JacobsenN
took third place in the pole vault,
while . Craig Eisenfelder long

teams. .
Last Saturday Earle Wise and
Mike Smith competed in the first
O.A.C. Septathlon. Wise placed
contest,
second in the seven-even- t
and Mike Smith took a third. Wise
had a total score of 4177 points.He
placed first in the 55 high hurdles,
and had a good chance of winning
at that point. Mike Smith vaulted a
high 121 1", winning that event.
Both men handled the seven
events well and showed off their
excellent skills as track athletes.

Svete Beats Mount x
(cont. from p. 11)
on eight of thirteen shooting. He

Men's Volleyball Excels; Hopes to Earn Varsity Status
by Katharine L. Blood
In their second season of play,
The College of Wooster men's
volleyball team continues to excel
under the leadership of Coach
Pam Smith.
Smith, who plays on a volleyball
team in New York, has coached
high school and is a regional official
and a national score keeper.
Smith has no trouble coaching
the men. "I find it challenging
coaching a men's team. The men
are more competitive than the
women so we can do more,"
commented Coach Smith. "I have
no personality problems" and
everyone listens to the advice
given," she continued. "The guys
really get along with her well," said
junior Dan Schulte.
The twelve man squad is led by
two experienced players, Dan
Schulte and Todd Edel. The men
were also quite fortunate to pick
up Eiji Sarto, a one year exchange
--

student from Japan where

volleyball is the national sport.
"This is the first year for most of

the men except Todd and Dan, yet
I think they are going quite well for
a new team," praised Smith.
The men began practicing last
quarter. They work out four to six
times a week for two hours. All this
hard work has paid off, as the men
have an
record in the Round
Robin play and a
record for
tournaments.
Two weekends ago, the men
traveled to Kenyon and placed
first in the round robin play and
lost to Oberlin in the
after being seeded first for the
8-- 2

2-- 2

semi-final-

tournament at
February 28.

s,

Baldwin-Wallace-

committed two turnovers against
the hounding MUC defense. Jesse
Smith and Chris Thomas were in
double figures, also, with 14 and
11, respectively. Svete led the
Scots with six rebounds. "

Last weekend the men went to
Ohio Wesleyan for an open tournament. Since the teams present
were not in their league, the men
went merely for experience in the
round robin play. "The men played
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had five assists and only

well," stated Coach Pam Smith.
"We beat Eastern Kentucky a
game and held Miami to 12. Both
of. those teams are supposed to be
two of the top teams in this area."
The men have not achieved
varsity status yet, but hope to in
the near future. They are a young
team that wants to go varsity.
They can compete with the best
and are working toward that goal.'
The men .will travel to a

if
'people keep
telling you to
quit smoking
cigarettes
don't listen
they're
probably trying to
trick you .
"
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